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LUTION OF THE TROTTING HORSE.

"A uiile in 1.58$, trotted by Lou Dillon," was the surprising and unexpectstartled the
that
ed announcement
spurting world a few days since. This
announcement, while it interested horse-
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men,

probably produced only

a

passing

The
effect on the average farmer.
modern
trotting racehorse may be
properly classed as belonging to "fancy
ii. p. Jones,
stock," bred and k> pt for mere pleasure
and sporting purposes. To the man deDentist,
siring a roadhorse for practical business
MAINE.
use Lou Dillon would not be worth more
NORWAY,
13—1 to 4.
than, if as much as, an eleven-hundred«) \. e Hour»—Η to
pound horse that could trot a mile in
A.M., M. D.,
about three minutes, and which had the
OK AliO WOODBURY,
muscle, nerve and endurance to draw its
owner ten to twelve miles an hour or
Physician â Surgeon,
from fifty to seveuty miles a day withMAIN*.
>OUTH PARIS,
out injury to itself.
Street.
1- High
in t· and residence,
Notwithstanding this fact, the men
that bred and developed Lou Dillon
V. SMITH,
have done the breeding world an incalculable benefit in rearing and developAttorney at Law,
ing a horse capab'o of the wonderful
MAINE
NORWAY,
performance accredited to Uer. This
CoL*cCcne a specialty
ll-rne B'ock.
mare is a striking aud forcible object
lesson to the breeder of what man has
KRRICK * l' A RK,
done and w hat man can do.
She is largely the product of artificial
Attorneys at Law,
creation. Unassisted uature never proMAINE.
BKTHSL,
duced a horse that could trot a mile in
El'.crj C- Park.
A Mlaon Κ Herrlck
three minutes. None of Lou Dillon's
ancestors ever trotted a mile within six
Η Ν 9. H A BLOW,
second^ of the time in which she executed her late
surprising performance.
Attorney at Law,
-Something more than heredity was
MAINE.
DIIFIELD.
necessary to produce the perfected type
of horse she represents. That something we denominate "environment."
Janitor
She possesses an added element which
the
of
she can transmit to her offspring, but
~ui*rlnten !ln»t School Committee
Γ
>nltor work
of Pari·* Invite bl Is upon the j
I, m
that she did not receive from her ancesand the Blick
new Hlich School building
for the
tors.
That element has been added by
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the following con
the man who reared, developed aud
rg term or terms, upon
viz.
two
liions and specifications,
"Bid" on the trained her. She stands for the
Ν shall l>e -ealed, marked
A
essential elements that enter into the
luto the hands of the
:.t-Me of pa· kage, and put
Comthe
And
work of the breeder who would leave ^he
u:s erslgned before I>ec. 1,19W.
or all bids
m:ttee reserve the right to reject any
world better than he finds it—to wit,
pre·*· u ted
as
be
will
heredity and environment.
Tr. lutte- required of a janitor
twice
Entire floor space to be swept
The horse is not the only animal sus(υ >wCorridors to be
each week at the usual times.
to these two influences; nor is
ceptible
directed
and
nee<le<l
as
oftener
-weM a» much
he more susceptible to them than the
rooms end corridors
by tiie principal. School
It
S:30 A. M. on school
to be heated to es®K. at
cow, the hog, the sheep or the hen.
maintained throughout
has taken more than two thousand years'
days, and tempeialure
to
Glazing and ordinary small repairs
the lay.
and the
work in development ami heredity to
he promptly attended to by the'janltor,
building, grounds and
produce Lou Dillon. This work has
general < ndltton of the
su'table and
In
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condition
w
lt·» maintained
in oue direction, and
scholars.
| been continuous
convenient for use by teacher* and
that for the development of nerve, speed
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t*te Board.
of
and endurance. Similar effort has been
Sec"y
South Paris, Me. ι
anJ will be attended with the same results in the development of the cow for
the production of tuilk. butter or beef:
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our Lord one
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Τ .ι lav of Nov.. In the year of
follow|
The
three.
thousand nine hundred and
the then unprecedented time of 2:17 :>-4
for the action
tn»· matter Having lieen pre-enled It Is
hereby it was very common to hear horsemen of
Indicates,
t
reupon hereinafter
!
that day say: "Flora Temple may be
• >κι·κκκι>
InThat notice thereof be given to ail persons
beaten, but they will never beat her
to be
order
this
of
terested by causing a copy
time. The highest possible speed for a
in the Ox1shed three weeks successively
at South
horse has been reached." To-day Flora
iK-inocrat. a newspaper published
r·
ai>pear at a
would not reach the distance
Paris, In said County, that they may
on
Temple
Paris,
at
held
be
to
Probate Court
in the modern race.
D. l'JUS, at 9 of the
pole
the thirl Tuesday of Dec·, A.
thereon If
A little over a ijuarter of a century ago
«•lock In the forenoon, and be hear<l
the highest annual >ieid of milk for one
they see cause.
deceased » cow was less than 13,000 pounds and a
loll Ν THOMPSON, late of Caaton,
of about fourteen pounds
and petition for probate thereof presented
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therein weekly yield
executor
the
W.
Thompson,
by John
of butter was the maximum. These
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came

back to former flow in a few days when
the former milker.
One of the most pernicious practices
which the cow dislikes is the downward
jerking motion often used by some
CwritH DM fcy IK· -BOWCN-MERRILL COMPANY
milkers. It is purely a matter of habit
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and should not be allowed. A gentle
MM M I H « 1111 HI I II 1111111 III
downward pressure as the teat is squeezed by the hand is all that should be perlargeness, symmetry and strength
[ CONTINUED.]
mitted.
Always speak to the cow in
showed in !:is form and attitude, but
as
name
her
by
kindly tones, calling
t lie expression of his countenance was
the
will
return
1110she
the
and
At the blockhouse, awaiting
approached,
absolutely repulsive—cold, liard, beastkindness at the pail, and it won't be with ineut when the symbol of freedom
the foot either. This kind treatment should rise like η star over old Vin- ly.
lie did not speak again, but turned
should be continued during the whole
ceuues, the crowd hsid picturesquely
period of development from birth up.— broken into scattered groups. Alice en- quickly and, stooping low, disappeared
Cor. in Tribune Farmer.
like a great brownish red serpent In
tered through a rent in the stockade, as
the high grass, which scarcely stirred
be a shorter route
New Maine Breeding Establishment. that liapiMMied to
as he moved through It.
than through the gate, and appeared
Itself
made
of
a
Somehow that day
very gratiWe are just in receipt
midst.
their
In
almost
At- suddenly
memorable to Alice. She had
strangely
fying letter from Mr. Kimball C.
and
a
pretty
It was a happy surprise,
been accustomed to stirring scenes and
wood, the Maine bred New Yorker, who
of a
is proving to be such a successful breed- catching spectacular apparitiou
sudden changes of conditions, but this
He has recently pur- sort to be thoroughly appreciated by
er of good horses.
was the Hist time that she had ever
chased a large farm in Andover, and put the lively French fancy of the audiactively in a public movement
joined
2-4 of his horses upon it, in charge of ence. The men caught the girl's spirit,
of importance. Then, too, Long Hair's
haste
made
the well known trainer, Wm. Gregg.
and
them,
it
they
or
caught
picturesque and rudely dramatic reap
It is certainly the best kind of good to l>e noisy.
who
news to know that Mr. Atwood,
with
ban"V'la! Via! L'p'tlte Alice et la
pearanee affected ber Imagination
never has anything but the best about
Moreover, the
Vaslnton!"
an indescribable force.
Zhnrzh
de
("Look,
nière
breedhim, has established a permanent
look! Little Alice and George Wash- pathetic situation iu the love affair being establishment in his native state,
tween Heue and Adrienne had taken
and has started in with a quarter of a
hold of her conscience with a disturbing
hundred horses. At the rate he has
been breeding and purchasing of late it
grip. I Sut the shadowy sense of imwill take him but a short time to add
pending events, of which she could
the other three quarters. Mr. Atwood
form 110 idea, was behind it all. She
writes that he iutended to send usa list of
had not heard of Bramlywine or Bunhis horses on that farm, but time failed
ker Hill or Lexington or Concord, but
him. Among the brood mares to be
something like a waft of their signififound there are the following:
cance had blown through her mind. A
Starletta 2.21i, a producer; Mellette
great change was coming into her idyl2.24 1-4, a double producer; Claris Rose,
lic life. She was iudlstinctly aware of
the half thorougbred daughter of Baron
it, as we sometimes are of an approachKose 2.20 M, son of Stamboul 2.07 1-2;
Lncinda, trotting record to wagon
ing storm while yet the sky is sweetly
When she reached
2.26 1-2, trial 2.1") to wagon: Predilection
blue and serene.
Tenny B.
by Curfew, son of Chimes out ofNorthland
home the house was full of people to
by Kentucky Prince, and
whom M. Houssillon, in the gayest of
son of
Queen by Quartermaster 2.21 1-4,
moods, was dispensing wine and bran-

again milked by
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than an attendant she does not like.
The man, as much as any one of the
things making up environment, will
tend to make or unmake her quality as a
butter or milk producing cow. I have
known a shrinkage of three quarts a day
in yield to result in two weeks from
change of milkers, where the secoud
man was one the cow for any reason did
not like, when all other conditions re-

PARIS, MAINE, TUESDAY,

By MAURICE THOMPSON

Alcyone.

dy.

is
This latter mare or filly, (as she
but four years of age.) is, as her name
implies, a queen. She is of tine size,

"Vive Zhorzh Vasinton!" shouted
Oncle Jazon as soon as he saw her.
And then they all talked at once, saying fluttering things about ber. Mme.
Houssillon tried to scold as usual, but
the lively chuttering of the guests

beautiful conformation, absolutely sound

as a ghost, as she has a good
lier first dam Alejandri by
be.
Dexter Prince has a trotting race record
of 2.15 3-4; her second dam was Princess
by Nutwood, and her third dam by
Shenandoah, sire ο the dam of Venus,
dam of Sidney Dillon, sire of the world's
This maie,
Dillon.
champion Lou
Northland Queen, is in foal to Direct
the present
at
2.05 1-2, aud is nursing
time one of the grandest young studs
els©,
ever seer in Main© or anywhere
lie is know as Northland Baron ana was
sired by Oakland Baron 2.0!» 1-4, the
λ\ ilkes
great producing son (if Baron
2 IS. Tbis colt is to be raised and dea view
veloped by William Gregg with service
to
standing him for

and fast

right

to

eventually

"G'i'mI 1ric ml χ,'' he mid.

Ingtou's flag!"» shouted Oncle Jnzon. He
sort
put his wiry little legs tliruu^li a
of pas do zephyr aud winked at him·
self with concentrated approval.
All the iucu danced aronnd and yelled

drowned her voice.
"I suppose the American commander
will send a garrison here," some one
said to Father Gibault, "and repair the
fort."
"Probably," replied the priest, "in a
Meantime we win
very few weeks.
garrison It ourselves."
"And we will have M. Houssillon for
commander," spoke up Bene de Bon-

hoarse.
till they
By this time l'eue had ie.:c'..od .'.lice's
side. I»ut she did not see him. She ran
into the blockhouse and climbed up a
rude ladder way. Then she appeared
on the roof, still acci>:::pau!i;d l.y l»ei:e.
and planted the staff In a ctv.ck of t' e
slabs, where it stood bravely up. the
colon* floating free. She ttuned about
to descend aud for the tirst time saw
that Ueiie had followed her. His face
were

ville. who was standing by.
"A good suggestion," assented Father
Gibault. "Let us organize at once."
Immediately the word was passed
that there would be a meeting at the
fort that evening for the purpose of
choosing u garrison and a commander.
went promptly at the hour

in Oxford County.
They have weanlings and yearlings
from the mares above named, at Anthat have
«lover, and some two-year-olds
shown 2.20 speed trotting this year with
Everybody
but little bandling. For three-year-olds
Northland
set. M. Houssillon was elected captain
they have the young stallion
record
by acclamation, with Bene de Honville
\jax by Axworthy, three-year-old
that
of 2 15 1-2, he by Axtell with a threeas his lieutenant. It was observed
of
out
year-old record of 2.12. Ajax is2.211-4
Oncle Jazon had resumed his dignity
was beaming.
the fast trotting mare Starletta
end that he looked into his cap several
"What a iiirl you are!'' he exclaimed
and has himself a three-year-old record
times without speuking.
has
and
of 2.28 1-2 made this season,
exultant admiration.
tone of
a
in
Meantime certain citizens who had
his
shown in his work much faster than
was there η not her like yon!"
"Never
seal
in close relations with Governor
been
He is a sixteen hand,
record.
Alice walked quickly past him withAbbott during his stay quietly slipped
sound colt. As a
brown, handsome,
th"
in
spare
and
beau- out sneaking, for down
companion to this colt we have theArthur where stum· women w re h::dd!cd asid'» out of town, manned a batteau
tiful black stud colt Northland
went up the river, probably to Ouiatemum
To-day
allowfor
production.
record 2.l·», from the crowd, looking on. she had
I»·. i.cntU, tlnal account presented
first aud then to Detroit. Doubtpounds of milk has been exceeded in a by Arthur L., three-year-old
ance by Lutiier Trumbull, guardian.
She nou
little Adrieune Hoarder.
seen
he by Direct 2.05 1-2.
one cow, aud over thirty pounds
less they suspected that things might
by
said Court.
year
Judgeof
HERRICK,
E.
A1HHSON
Northland Anna by Alcyoner 2.20, made haste to descend. Now that her soon grow too warm for their comfort.
of butter a week has been produced to
A true copy—attest :
Prince;
ALBERT D. PARK. Register.
the cow. The practical business cow Princess Alice 2.16 by Dexter
impult>ivc!y chosen enterprise was (omIt was thus that VIncennes and Fort
Northhas more than kept pace with the second dam by Gen. McClellan.
her boldness deserted Ιι ·ι\ and
pleted
first acknowledged the Amerline
Sackville
of
old,
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In
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Τ -<11 persons interested
trotting this sea- postern opposite
which, as long as it floated over the
hereinafter named
possible production lies no man to-day bettei than a 2.20 gait
was the river, whib southward
at Paris, In and
not to this time son. Among the others is the mare riîrlît
it
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At a Probate Court, held
but
«lare
■ vijimj.
rjMita υ
of
predict,
flat plain, beyond
for the County of Ox fori, on the thirl Tuesday
Northland Alice by Alcoyner 2.20, out before her lay a great
one thousand
been reached.
with
Nov.. in the year of our Lord
This
covered
old.
hillocks
some
rose
which
matter
In the trotting worm mis progressive of Claris Kose, now four years
nlue hundred and three. The following
a race, but forest. The sun blazed between masses
the action thereupon
having !>een presented for
advancement has not been confined to a mare has never started in
< >κυκκκι>
1-4 this
hereinafter Indicated, it le hereby
to a limited number of has shown a full mile in 2.20
In
uor
of slowly drifting clouds that trailed
horse,
all
to
persous
single
That notice thereof be given
order to be
The advance has been "all season.
terented, by causing a copy of this in the Ox- horses.
creeping fantastic shadows across the
successively
trotby
weeks
race
Northland
Carolyn
also
ihrer
liubltshed
They have
waste.
aloug the line." The average
at South
fort Democrat, a newspaper published
out of the Maine marshy
at a
ter of to-day is as far ahead of the aver- Quartermaster 2.21 1-4,
Alice walked along under cover r»f the
Paris, in said County, that they may appear
mare
This
on
to
Dillon
1-2
Lou
Paris,
is
at
as
2.18
Aubine
pole.
bred
be held
more
Probate Court to
age «if thirty years ago
A. D. ll*xi, at »
beaten slight land swell, which then,
the third Tuesday of December,
ahead of the fastest of that period. The has been raced some this year, has
be heard therea record; plainly marked than it is now. formed
take
of the '-lock lu th forenoon, and
not
did
domestic
of
the
her
said
in
work,
to
be
2.20
same ought
on if they see cause.
the contour line of hummock upon
but it cannot. The reason she is now five years old.
of Denmark, farm animal,
S \ Ml'Ε I. D. MvKU^ICK. lato
for
to
it,
I
desire
Northland Anna by Alcyoner 2.20, which the fort and village stood. A
for
emphasize
is this—and
deceased; tlrst and tlnal account presented
Mr. Gregg
executrix.
watery swale grown full of tall aquatic
the reason ought not to exist—every out of Mellette 2.24 1-4, that
allowance by S<rah C. M< Kustck,
a
is trying to breed the best gave a trotting record this year in
we«*ds meandered parallel with the
ANSON W BOWKER, late of Woodstock, sportsman
sell and convey
The average farmer is not winning race at Bethel in 2.26 1-2, and bluff, so to call it. and there was a soft,
possible.
deceased; petition for license to L. B'iwker.
adNelson
son of
real estate presented by James
of wind among
trying to do the same. The fault lies lastly the magnificent
race record melancholy whispering
ministrator.
with the farmer, not with the auiinal. 2.09, Joe B. Nelson 2.13 1-2,
stems. She passed
and
blades
the
long
race
in
a
ADDISON K. HERRICK.
Often the eleiuent of heredity is lacking, this year, and separately timed
church and Father Hcrot's hut and
Judge of said Court.
enin 2.10 1-2. Joe B. Nelson's dam and the
partially or wholly ; more often the
A true copy—Attest
defective. Under granddam both have two in the 2.2C v»>ntinued fur some distauce In the divironments
areku<iy
D.
PARK.
Register.
ALBERT
the average Fist. If there is another son of the
rection of that pretty knoll upon which
proper care and development
as well bred,
heifer will be better tuau her mother or Northern King as fast and
the cemetery is at present so tastefully
NOTICE.
as Joe B. Nelson
sire.
of
headed
mother
(id
level
and
niothei
sound
the combiued
that they
kept. She felt shy now, as if to run
never seen oi
has
the
of
he
The subscriber* hereby give notice
life
he
m
Atwood
Mr.
standstii
says
There is no
the lust
have i>een duly appointed executors of
colts abo\€ «way and hide would be a great relief.
the
with
is
not
him.
of
Ile,
advancing
heard
the
stock
if
breeder;
will and tc-lament of
nerves that
referred to will be in the stud at Andovei Ini'.Ctd. so relax d were her
JAMES SMITH, late of Nurwav.
and improving it is iccrogiaUing.
In the County of Oxford, deceased. All persons
this matter duriug the season of 1904, and it is need- •a slight movement in the grass and catha>
placed
The
de
Almighty
said
having demands against the estate of
will be well ad
settletail liajis near by startled her painfully,
in the hands of mau, ami he alone is less to say that the stud
ceased are desired to present the same for
to
ment, and all Indebted thereto are requested
ausweraule to him.-eU and his Maker for vertised in the Turf, Farm & Home. at making her jump like a fuwu.
next
train
will
make pay ment immediately
be
year
Mr. Atwood
good
the consequences, whether they
"Little friend not l»e 'fraid," said a
J. ORIN SMITH.
and il
What has be- u said of the horse least teu horses of great promise,
or bad.
CH \RLfcS R SMITH
"ΤΓhr.t new flag meant"
guttural voice in broken French. "Litwil
M
SMITH.
to
they
wueu
EDITH
true
come
expectations
speaking they
Nov Kth. lm
up
and cow is equally
île friend not make noise."
was lightly and lovingly
on New Eng
olockliouse,
domestic
other
or
lieu
bo
campaigned
extensively
of the sheep, hog,
At a glance she recognized Long called by every one la bauniere d'Alice
land tracks.—Turf, Farm & Home.
animal.
notice.
mat
of
the
ont
liair, the Indian, rising
Uuussillun.
notice that he
How should the young animal be fed
The subscriber hereby (fives
of the
led marsh growth. It was a hideous
Ftlhor Gibault returned to Fort Kas·
ba>« l>een duly appointe·) administrator
and reared? The young calf should be
of The Apple Crop.
Value
estate of
vision of embodied cunning, soullessfrom the mother at birth.
kaskla and a little later Captain Leoft
separated
Kumfonl.
of
late
the
agri
ALFELT,
are
important
CHRISTIAN
among
tiret
Apples
and gl%en
uess and murderous cruelty.
Alter it is taught to driuk, for the
aid Helm, a jovial man, but past the
States
In the County of Ox fori, deceased,
having two weeks, it should be led not to ex- cultural products of the United
bund» as the law directs. AU person*
'"Not tell white man you see me?"
countn
of life, arrived at Viucennes with
this
in
are
annual
ilecease<l
prime
said
yield
of
The
average
three times
lemands against the estate
and ceed two quarts of new iui*k
he grunted interrogatively, stepping a commission from Colonel Clark aucourse
Of
bushels.
desired to present the same for settlement,
176.000,000
is
about
the
make pay
daily. One and oue-ualf quarts to to the total varies from time to time. Tin close to her. Ile looked so wicked thorizing him to supersede M. Itoussllall Indebted thereto are requested to
ment Immedlatelv
feed, with enough warm water added
that she recoiled and lifted her hands Ion as commander and to act as Indian
value of the apple crop has come to b*
Vov. 17th, lute. TEWKSBUKY L. SWEAT.
the milk (if Ayrshire, Jersey or Guernof late and especial care hai
defensively.
oneis
recognized
two
plenty;
agent for the American government in
quarts,
sey) to make
been directed to the raising of the best
He
She trembled from head to foot, and
NOTICE.
the department of the Wabash.
third water can be added to new milk
ο
a
output
The
average yearly
two varieties.
that they
her voice failed her. but she made
with good results. At the end of
The subscribers hereby (five notice
was welcomed by the villagers and at
bushels
is
last
the
state
*24,111,000
of
York
New
have been duly appolnteu executrlces
negative sign and siuiled at him, turn- once made himself very pleasing to
weeks, skim milk <-an be gradually subcomes next with 24,000,00(
will and testament of
could
stituted, slowl » increasing the quantity, Pennsylvania
ing as white as her tanned face
J EKE W INFLOW, late of Paris,
other Middli
and
them by adapting himself to their way»
Ohio
while
bushels,
All
and if the milk be warmed by adding
In the County of Oxford, deceased
become.
Th<
are
estate
and euteriug heartily into their social
states
the
growers.
Western
large
all
is
it
water up to one-third,
persons having demands against to
In his left hand he held his bow, activities.
also become :
present boiling
has
of
deceased are desired
of said
apples
meal
exportation
Also, at this time oilcake
all Indebted right.
lifted a murthe same for settlement, and
considerable trade. In good years wi while in his right he half
M. Houssillon was absent when Cap
thereto are
requested to make payment and a little wheat middlings may begin sell abroad not less than 3,000,000 bush derous looking tomahawk.
oilof
A t.tblespoonful
taiu Helm and his party came. Rene
Immediately.
to be added.
ΒΓΚΒΑΧΚ
Americai
W.
for
demandEI.LA
The foreign appetite
"What new tlag mean?" he
tew els.
do Iiouville, nominally in command ot
cake meal soaked over uigtit or ior a
LIZZIE A. WINSLOW.
No*. 17th. laoe.
the
is growing, as they are recognized. waving the bow's end toward
hours uutil it is jelly will Jo tor a start, apples
the fort, but actually enjoying some exand
healthful
appetizing
down close
ed as most
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ne roareu;
Lieutenant Fitzhugh Beverley was a clay, and the floor of dried uiud was ae I "I've saved tlieiu uotn,"
of course, the ready créVirginian of Virginians. His family smooth and hard as concrete paving, from which,
inferred the extreme of
had long been prominent in colonial lu one end there was a wide fireplace ole imagination
heroic
of
performance.
record
a
mere
great
a
boasted
other
possible
and
the
in
affairs
grimy with soot,
"Bring them to my house immediateachievements lwtb In peace and in war. peephole for a window; a wooden
his
of
son
parents bench, a bed of skins and two or three ly." And it was accordingly done.
He was the only
The procession, headed by M. Rousand heir to a fine estate consisting of stools were barely visible in the gloom.
the French
lands and slaves; but, like many an- In the doorway Oncle Jazon sat whit- sillon, moved noisily, for
off what comes to
other of the restless young cavaliers tling a slender billet of hickory into · tongue must shake,
moof the Old Dominion, be had come in ramrod for his long flintlock American it on the thrill of every exciting
ment. The only silent Frenchman is
search of adventure over into Ken- rifle·
»
Tr
the dead one.
tucky. aloug tbe path blazed by Dan"Maybe ye know Simon Kenton,
Father Beret was not only well nigh
Clark
when
organized
and
iel Boon·',
said the old man. after he and Beverley
the young man's
drowned, but seriously hurt. lie lay
his littl·» army
had conversed for awhile, seeing that
for a week on a bed in M. Iloussillon's
patriotic and chlvalrlc nature leaped you are from Kentucky—eh .'
Alice
house before he could sit up.
a
at the o; po/'.r.nîty to serve his country
him
well;
••Yes, I do know
over him night and day. scarcely
said
hung
under so gallant a commander.
of
mine,
warm personal friend
was past'all
Intent u;>..n l.is fo.-ial mission. Lieu- Beverley with quick interest, for it sleeping or eating until he
into
the
As for Beverley, he shook off
stalked
.'V.i
L
boldly
tenant
lcy
him that Oncle Jazon should danger.
surprised
in a little
iuclosmv at Roussi lion place and was know anything about Kenton. Do you all the effects of his struggle
Next day he was out, as well
met «m tUe gallery by Mine. Itousslllon know him, M. Jazon?
I while.
as ever, busy with the
in one of lifr worst moods. She glared
Oncle Jazon winked conceitedly and and strong
was he less
at him with her hands on her hips, her sighted along his rudimentary ramrod affairs of his office. Nor
happy on account of what the little admonth s>>t Irritably aslant upward, her to see If It was straight, then,
into his experience.
eyebrows gathered Into a dark knot iug bis lips as if on the point of whis- venture had cast
to feel that one has done an
Is
It
It would be hard to
good
noise
over her r. s?.
quite
affirmative
tling, made an
deed, and no young man's
Imagine a tnore forbidding counte- impossible to spell.
I Unselfish

jkri

tion,

supplementary effect out
popped hunchback Jean to stand behind her. with his big head lying back
in the hollow of his shoulders and his
long chin elevated, while he gawped in-

"Well I'm glad you are acquainted
with Kenton," said Beverley. "Where
did you and be come together.'
Oncle Jazon chuckled remlnlscently
and scratched the skinless, cicatrized
flourspot where hie ecalp had once

tently up into Beverley's face.
"Bon jour, madame," said the lieutenant. lifting his hat and speaking
with a pleasant accent. "Would it be
agreeable to Captain Koussillon for
me to see him a moment?"
Despite Beverley's cleverness In using the French language he had a decided brusqueuess of manner and a

iH»Oh

several places," he answered.
on
"Ye see thet hair a-hangin' there
at
a
wisp
dry
He
wall?"
pointed
the
dangling under a peg In a log bare _>
Well, thet s
visible by the bad light.
He en ckered
my scalp. He, he, he!"

as If the fact were a most enjoyable
toke. "Simon Kenton can tell ye about
it
thet little affair. The Indians thoug
and they took my hair but
I was

i'.s core wltbal is kindled and
What I envy in my
friend I store for my best use. I
thrust and parry, noLto kill, but to
feints
learn my
and guards. And this hint of sword
warm

curt turn of voice not in the least Gallic. True, the soft Virginian Intonation
marked every word, and his obeisance
was as low as if Mme. Roussillon had
been a queen, but the light French

marked:

"There's a world of fascination in
I like nothing better
these things.
than a bout at fencing. Does your father practice the art?"
"I have no father, no mother," she
quickly salil, "but good Papa Honssillon does like a little exercise with

the colechemnrde."
"Well. I'm glad to hear it. I shall
ask to teach him a trick or two," Beverley responded in the lightest mood.
"When will lie return from the woods?"
"I can't tell you. He's very Irregular
in such matters," she said. Then, with
a smile half banter and half challenge,
she added, "if you are really dying for
some ox- rcise you shall not have to
wait for him to come home, I assure

lilin, nor had she read of one. Beverley
in for a few minutes every day
Father Beret, involuntarily
see
lo
lengthening his visit by a sliding ratio
He
me better acquainted.
as he

stepped

conversa-

dead,

M>* "«'<1

trolled oft.

you, AI.

"'"".ΓΤ,'/ϊί'

between her and Hone.
She blushed violently,

Jes'

I

crepuscular dimness did not seem to
hinder his sight.
Beyond the girl's
figure η pair of slender swords hung
crossed aslant on the wall opposite the i

low door.
The rough frame of the doorway
to
gave Just the rustic setting suited
Alice's costume, the most striking part
of which was a grayish short gown
ending just above her fringed buckskin moccasins. Around her head she
had bound a blue kerchief, a wide corner of which lay over her crown like
a loose cap. Her bright hair hung free
half
upon her shoulders in tumbled
curls.

Beverley could not stare at the girl,
and no sooner bad he turned his back
his mind
upon her thai* the picture in
changed like a scene In a kaleidoscope.

He now saw a tall, finely developed
figure and a face delicately oval, with
a low, wide forehead, arched brows, a
straight, slightly tip tilted nose, α
mouth sweet and full, dimpled clieeka

nnd a strong chin set above a faultless
throat. His Imagination in casting off
its first impression was Inclined to exaggerate Alice's beauty and to dwell
He smiled
upon its picturesqueness.
as he walked back to the fort and

pretty nigh

Ventrebleu!"

blendhis way
back to the fort, departing from a direct course, went along the river s side
southward to have a few moments oi
reflective strolling within reach of the
water's pleasant murmur and the
HicD
town's indefinite evening stir.
sweetness, the gift of c.-.rly autumn,
of a
was on the air blowing softly out
lilac west and singing in the. willow

Twilight and moonlight
ing eoftly when Beverley,

were
on

over
fringe that hung here and there
the bank.
On the farther side of the river λ w.de
flow, swollen by recent heavy rains.
Beverley saw a pirogue, in one end <T
which a dark figure swayed to the
The slender and
strokes of a paddle
shallow little «-raft was bobbing 011 the
..

choppy

zigzag
waves and taking a
amoug floating logs and masses

found himself whistling gayly
snatch from a rollicking fiddle tune of
lighter driftwood while making slow
that he had heard when a boy.
but certain headway toward the hither
a

course

quickly

Ik· impudent, nor"—
Her vivacity cleared with a merry

he^

see
Ye ask Simon Keuton when ye
'lui. He was along at the same time,
and they made 'lm run the ga'ntlet and
beat the life out of im.

but

overcoming a combined rush of surprise and anger, added with an emphasis as charming as it was unexpected:
"I myself am, perhaps, swordsman
enough to satisfy the Impudence and
vanity of AI. Beverley, lieutenant In
the American army."
I'anion nie, mademoiselle; forgive
me, I beg of you." he exclaimed, earnestly modulating his voice to sincerest
beseechment. "I really did not mean to

said with unctuous self satisfaction:
I got my
"Accidents will happen.
chance at thet Indian who skinned my
took a bead on im with
head, and I

never
my old rifle. I can't shoot much,
could, but I happened to hit 'im square
it
in the lef eye, what I shot at, ««d
tumDown
was a hundred yards.
bles, and 1 runs to 'lui and finds my
belt.
same old scalp a-hangln' to his
Well I lifted off his hair with my
knife and untied mine from the belt,
and then I had both scalps-he. he. he.

Beverley."

"Oh, it's AI. de Itonville, perhaps,
that you will offer up as a victim to
my skill and address," he slyly returned, for he was suspecting that a love
allait· in some stage of progress lay

ventrebleu, but I was mad! He, hi.
lie!*'
v. I
All this time he spoke In trench,I
and the English but poorly paraphrasIlls
es his odd turns of expression.
be
grimaces and grunts cannot even
hinted.
I
reIt was a long story, as Beverley
cerwith
ceived It. told ecrappily, but
tain rude art. In the end Oncle Jazon

up the river for a few days."
She relaxed her stare, untied her
eyebrows and even let fall her hands
from her shelflike hips.
"Thank you, madame," said Beverley, bowing again. "I am sorry not to

even

play leads back to what so greatly surprised and puzzled Beverley one day
when lie chanced to be examining the
pair of coleclieniariles on the Avail.
lie tore one down aud, handling it
with the indescribable facility possible
to none save a practical swordsman, re-

em
I wasn't dead. I was just a-givin
When they was gone I
a possum act.
and
got up from where I was a-layin

grace was wholly lacking.
"What do you want of my husband?"
Mme. Uousslllon demanded.
"Nothing unpleasant, 1 assure you
madame," said Beverley.
"Well, he's not at home, m'sieu'; he's

have seen him."
As he was turning to go a shimmer
of brown hair streaked with gold
struck upon his vision from just within the door. lie paused, as If In response to a military command, while a
pair of gray eyes met his with a tlash.
The cabin room was 111 lighted, but the

adversary''superior

repels

began to enjoy the priest's

an

kept burning.

the freshness of what
comes to him when a beautiful girl
first enters Ids life.
Naturally enough, Alice had some
thoughts of Beverley while she was so
attentively caring for Father Beret.
She had never before seen a man like
heart

together from the opexperience and educaantagonism practically equiva-

sophistication.
Innate jealousies strike together like
flint and steel, dashing off sparks by
which nearly everything that life can

Jes

and for

ο

lent to the most vigorous attraction.
The teturn to nature has always been
the dream of the conventionalized «oui,
while the simple Arcadian Is forever
longing for the maddening honey of

I

nance.

FVf.v.—.,

tures thus cast
posite poles of

laugh.
"I've

au

"No apologies, I command you," she
interposed. "We will have them after

a.d them both," lie nxireu.

Hon, with its sly worldly wisdom cropping up through fervid religious senti
uu'iits and quaint humor. Alice musi

have interested him more than he was
fully aware of. for his eyes followed
her, us she came and went, with a curious criticism of her half savage costurn» iiml her springy, dryad-like suppleness, which reminded him of the
shiest and gracefulest wild birds, and
subtlest
yet a touch of refinement, the
and best, showed in all her ways. lie
wondered at her influence over Father

Beret, whom she controlled apparently
without effort. But in due time he liebroadKan to feel a deeper character, a
er intelligence, be hind her superficial
and he fourni that she

sauvagerie,
really had no

smattering of books

mean

lu the lighter v-in.
A little thing happened which further
opened his eyes ana increased the interest that her beauty and elementary
charm of style aroused in him gradually. apace with their advancing ac-

quaintanceship.

Father Beret had got well and returned to his hut and his round of

spiritual

duties, but

Beverley

came to

I have taught you a fencing lesson."
From a shelf she drew down a pair
of foils and, presenting the hilts, bade
him take his choice.
"ihei'e isn't any difference between
them that 1 know of," she *uki, and
then added archly, "but you will feel
better at last, when all is over and the
sting of defeat tingles through you, if
you are conscious of having used every

sensible precaution."
lie looked straight into her eyes, trying to catch what was in her mind, but
there was a bewildering glamour playwells
ing across those grry, opal tinted
of mystrty, from which he could draw
a mischievous smile glim, direct,

only
daring, irresistible.
"Well," he said, taking one of the
foils, "what do you really mean? Is It
honorable
a challenge without room for
retreat?"
"The time for parley is past," she replied. "Follow me to the battle ground."
She |<>d the way to a pleasant little
a
court In the rear of the cabin's yard,
and a vine
space between two wings
covered trellis, beyond which lay a
well kept vineyard and vegetable garfaced
den. Here she turned about and
him, poising her foil with a fine grace.

Itousslllou place every day all the
For a wonder, Mme. ICocssillou
same.
bank.
"Are you ready?" she inquired.
liked him and at most times held the
a
and
of
CHAPTER VI.
a
bit
took
punk
into
Beverley
He trl.'d again to force a way
he
when
side of her tongue
A FENCING BOUT.
Hint and steel from hi* pocket, relit his scolding
with his, but lie
her
of
eyes
the
depths
Jean. too. made friendly
FEW daya after Ποίω'β ar- pipe and stood watching the skil ful was present.
well have attacked the sun.
whenever opportunity u.ïord- might as
rival M. ltoussillou returned boatman conduct his somewhat dan- advances
so he stood in a confusion of not very
a large tarin
found
Beverley
Alice
ed.
to Vlueennes, and if be was gerous voyage diagonally against the
undecided, hesithe missiles of her clever and well defined feelings,
sorely touched in lils amour rolling current. It was a shifting, huit get for
turn
t !.-»;>» woulJ
In
that
lie
in·.;
half
expect
tating,
tantalizing perversity.
propre by seeing bis suddenly acquired and seek scene, its features appearing
the afa native dignity and an acbe some laughable turn to end
be
the
of
practiced
title
action
away
the
and
with
rank
drop
and disappearing
military
of manner to excel- fair.
superiority
fellow
bis
quired
reflected
to
known
be
did not let it
waves and the doubtful light
slit·
"Are you afraid, AI. Beverley?"
lent effect. It was a meeting of Greek
citizens. He promptly called upon tbe from fading clouds and sky. Now and
alter a short wailing in
in
a new Arcadia. To 'aim
demanded
Greek
with
new commander and made acquaint- again the man stood up In his skittish
sim- silence.
here was Diana, strong, strange,
ance with Lieutenant Fitzhugh Bever- pirogue, balancing himself with care, to
(lie air
11.· laughed now anil whipped
even crude almost to naturalness,
ple,
driftwood
was
then
superintending
in
who
shoving
just
ley,
use a short pole
with his foil.
pure in spirit and iuiadmirably
yet
old
cannon
an
he
once
of
than
cleaning up
the work
out of his way, and more
<
ι.ν.τι.
OU ccriailll.l ill}' mil III 111
bued with highest womanly aspirain the fort and mending some breaks looked to Beverley as if he had plunged
"Do you really
To her Beverley represented the said Interrogative!?.
tions.
in tiuv^ockade.
headlong Into the dark water.
He came to mean that you want to fence with me':"
great outside area of life.
Helui formed a great liking for tbe
a
Beverley sUnnl at ease, idly and liai her from wonderland, beyond the wide
"If you think because I'ui only
big Frenchman, whose breezy freedom dreamily'looking on. when suddenly
and prairies. girl you can easily beat me, try it."
woods
houseless
of
circle
of manner and expansive good Jiumor something caused a catastrophe, which
a level
Now, there is an antagonism, vague she tauntingly replied, making
struck him favorably from tbe begin- for a moment he did not comprehend.
his breast.
toward
thrust
ning. M. Itoussillons ability to speak In fact, the man in the pirogue came
and then
Quick as a Uasli he parried,
English with considerable ease helped to grief, as a man in a pirogue Is very
of steel
a merry clinking and twinkling
al!
at
no
doubt;
ovr
the friendship along,
swift moveapt to do, and fairly somersaulted
blades kept time tu their
witli
ended
interview
tirst
events their
water. Nothing serious
Instantly, by the sure sense
ments.
and joard into the
a hearty show of good fellowship,
would have threatened, for the man
which is half sight, half feeling—the
inalmost
became
as time passed they
fenca
sense that guides the experienced
L-ould swim like an otter, had not
separable companions during M. Kous
and wrist—Beverley knew
half submerged log thrust up
hand
er's
floating,
his
trading
sillon's periods of rest from
what that he had probably more than his
The
iome short, stiff stumps of b'oughs, upexcursions ainoug the Indians. Tbe;
man struck
the
in ten seconds his attack
which
of
;>n
the
points
a crowd of them there are: match, and
played cards and brewed hot drinks
but had
was met by a time thrust In op|>ositlou
stories heavily and was not only hurt,
over which they told marvelous
one of
Persons who are thin and which touched him sharply.
al bis clothes impaled securely by
the latest me invariably surpassing
Alice sprang back, lowered her point
the ugly spears, so that he hung in a weak but not sick
its predecessors.
while the water's moand
laughed.
position,
uuu
helpless
uusiueB»,
Helm liad an eye 10
she
"Je vous salue, M. Beverley!"
tion alternately lifted and submerged to go to bed.
turned M. Itoussillon's knowledge of
childlike show of delight.
about
wildly.
with
arms
beating
his
him.
so
Cried,
the Indians to valuable account,
"Chronic cases" that's "Did you feel the button?'
When Beverley heard the strangling
relathat he soon had very pleasant
himself
he
promptly
"Yes. I felt it," he said with frank
for help
pulled
what the doctors call them,
tions with Host of the tribes within ι-ry
acknowledgment in his voice. "It was
feel- together, tiling off his coat, ns if by a
reach <>f his agents. This gave a
which in common
of single motiou, and leaped down the
cleverly done. Now tlve me a chance
ing of great security to the people
He was a swim
to redeem myself."
nar- bank into the water.
sickness.
their
pursued
They
Viucennes.
lie began more carefully and found
with excel- iner whose strokes counted for all that
row agricultural activities
traincontinued
the
and excellent
To
that
social
strength
she, too, was on her best mettle;
those
prodigious
redoubled
stop
lent results and
rushed
through
lie
was a short bout, as before.
it
afford.
but
cabin
could
and
hut
in
ing
need
loss of flesh
gayetiee which, even
a
making
to give him an easy openseemed
with
exsweeps,
Alice
of
water
long
the
conditions
under all the adverse
to the semicircle, rounding against the cur- Scott's Emulsion. For the ing and he accepted it with a thrust.
treme frontier life, were dear
did
down upon tin
Then something happened that he
volatile and genial French tempera- rent, so as to swing
of weakness
his foil
not understand. The point of
drowning Juan.
ment.
his op|»o·
to
was somehow caught under
Less than a half hour later a rumor need Scott's Emulsion.
Lieutenant Beverley found much
but by some means spread through the
nent's hilt guard while her blade seemed
town,
the
in
him
quaint
Interest
It makes new flesh and to twist around his. At the same time
Oncle town that Father Beret and Lieutenthe piece de resistance was
the like
in the Wadrowned
were
fascinatboth
there was a wring and a Jerk,
be
ant
to
Beverley
Jazon, who proved
new life to the weak
had never before felt, and
to
he
nut
a crowd gathered to
when
hard
which
of
But
bash.
ing and unmanageable—α
news It turned out
he was disarmed, his wrist and lingers
crack, yet possessing a kernel abso- verify the terrible
revis- to be untrue. Gaspard Uoussiilon had
aching with the wrench they had
lutely original in flavor. Beverley
Scott's Emulsion
hut—it once more distinguished himself by an
ceived.
ited liim one evening in his
den—a curi- exhibition of heroic nerve and muscle.
might better be called a
'bin and weak persons out
(TO BK 005TXVCED.J
of vertical
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Quel homme!" ex"Ventrebleu!
with
built
thing,
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that
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makes
It
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new,
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a
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set
quadrangular
poles
the bank of
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RUTS
walking sick,

enough

English

means—long

they

they

feeling

suives
;ystem.

with grass.
4n the ground, and roofed
with
Inside and out 't was plastered

Skin
Itching
and

M. Uoussiilon had come up
the Wabash with Lieutenant Beverley
under one arm and Father Beret under
the other, both men apparently dead.
them to my house immedi-

"Bring
ately," M. Koussillon ordered, as soon
night—
Distress by day
as they were restored to consciousness;
That's the complaint of those who and he shook himself, as a big wet anibe afflicted mal sometimes does, covering everyare so unfortunate as to
water.
with Eczema or Salt Rheum—and out- body near him with muddy
he led the way with melodramatcure.
not
Then
do
ward
applications
ic strides.
^
They can't.
In Justice to historical accuracy there
The eource of the trouble is in the
of what apblood—make that pure and this scal- must be a trifling reform
will peared on the face of things to be granding, burning, itching shin disease
disappear.
ly true. Qaspard Uoussiilon actually
"I was taken with an Itching on my dragged Father Beret and Lieutenant
I
arms which proved very disagreeable.
a time out of the eddy
a Beverley one at
concluded it \v..a ouit rheum and bought
bank,
water and up the steep river
two
In
days
bottlr of Hood's Sursaparilla.
and It That was truly a great feat; but the
after I begaa l-Ling it 1 Lit better
Have
cured.
was not long before I was
never h«d any skin disease since."
Md.
Point,
Cove
Ida E. Wav.3,

Hood's

Mm,

Sarsaparilla

and Pills

rid the blood of
all eruptions.

a. l

impurities and eon

explained. When men arhero
rived be was standing between the col
lapsed forms, panting and dripping
had
Doubtless he looked as If he
them from under his arms
never

dropped

benefit
and why shouldn't he have the

of

a

great implication?

gets

ich blood, strengthens the
and gives appetite
or ordinary food.
Scott's Emulsion can be
taken as long as sickness
lasts and do good all the
time.
There's new strength
and flesh in every dose.

nerves

We will be glad
to send you a few
doses free.
Be

turc

that this
· label
of every
you boy.

the form of
wrapper

Emulsion

li
picture
on thi
it

bottl·
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SCOTT & BOWNE
Chemists,
409 Pearl St., Ν. Y
50c. and $11 ill druggbti

lie Needed Eoiear«(cai«it.
"Do you try to be coutentcd with
rich
poverty, my man?" asked the
donor.
"I'm afraid not," answered the hard
me with
up delinquent, "but Just try
riches and see how contented I'd be."—

Chicago Record-Herald.
Bui·.

"But, after all, is not good digeetioo
the basis of beauty?"
the
"Aye, what else may change
grub into the butterfly?" exclaimed
Beatrice, attacking the sirloin zestful-

ly.—Detroit

Free Press.

Dow· tad Omt.

Isn't that richly dresssd
the street your cook?
Suburb—No. We did make our home
with her for awhile, but she discharged
us lar t week.—Buffalo News.

Upton—Say,

woman across

History repeats itself. You cannot
find ihe age of a woman in the Bible.

ESTABLISHED 1833

democrat,

©sford

The

ISSUED TUESDAYS.

THE OXFORD BEAKS.
THE DOINQS OF THE WEEK IN ALL
SECTIONS OF THE COUNTY.

Paris Hill.
SOUTH PARIS, MAINE, DEC. 1, 1903.

Editor·

FORBES,

&

ATWOOD

and

Proprietor*.
A. K. Kokbks.

Gkokuis a. ATWOOl».

Ι'κκΜβ
$1JO a year If paid strictly In advance.
< 'therwlse $2.00 a year.
Single copiée 4 cents.
—

AU legal advertisements
AuvKKTiskML-MTs:
are given three connective Insertions for $1.50
of
column. Special contracta
In
inch
length
per
made with local, transient and yearly advertis—

er».

steam
Job Pmnmso.—New type, fast presses,
and low prices
power, experience· I workmen
combine to make this department of our buel
ι»··» complete and popular.

Coming

Events.

First Baptist Church, Bev. H. H. Bishop,
Pastor.
Preaching every Sunday at 11 A. M.
Sun-lav School at 12 M. Junior C. fc. at 230 P.M.
Sabbath Evening Service at 7 30 p. m. T. P. 8.
Prayer
C. E. Tuesday evening at ? JO p. M.
Meeting Thurwlay evening at 7 JO. Covenant
Meeting the last Friday before the 1st Sunday
of the month at 2 30 p. m. All not otherwise con
nected are cordially invited.
Unlvercallet Church, Bev. J. II. Little, P&ator.
Preaching service every Sunday at 11 A. H.
Sunday School at 13 m.

Mrs. B. S. Doe and her two sous spent
Thanksgiving with her sister, Mrs.
Jair.es R. Tucker, at South Paris.
Λ party of fifteen was entertained at
Thanksgiving by Mr. and Mrs. W. II.
Cummings, the guests including Mrs.
Cummings' mother, Mrs. Jackson, her
aunt, Mrs. Brett, George H. Cumminge
and wife of Mechanic Falls, and Wirt
Stanley and wife of South Paris.
Elmer W. Cummings, '07, was at
home from the Cniversitv of Maine for

Tliauksgiviug.
Maj. Briuckle and family left on Saturday for Portland, where they will spend
the winter. They will be at the Colum-

bia. Mrs. Brown and Miss Brown reli3.—Annual Meeting, Maine Dairymen's
main here.
Association, Dovqt
Hon. George D. Bisbee, Mrs. Bisbee
Dec «.—Annual dnwi ot Oxford Pomona
Grange, South Paris.
and Miss Mary L. Bisbee of Ruiuford
Falls, and Mr. William G. Harlow, Miss
lone Harlow and Miss Gertrude llarlow
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
of Dislield, were the guests of George
M. Atwood and family Thanksgiving.
Wide-A wake Parmer.
Every
Faustena Hammond is spending her
Sleigh Heaters.
vacation at Keunebunk with her sister,
La'lles' Neckwear
Wright's Health Underwear.
Mrs. Ernest F. Shaw, and aunt, Mrs.
Wm. C. Leavttt.
Helen H. Curtis.
The Holidays.
The families of Fred S. Jackson and
The Wm. Tell Plour.
Nothing so good.
(I. P. Hammond ate Thanksgiving dinSheriff* Sale.
ner with their brother, Geo. A. Jackson,
Study Mankind.
The mother is in
at the old homestead.
but was able to eat dinner
health,
feeble
Notes.
News
Maine
with them.
Lester Jones and family of Highwood,
Deof
Mayflower
Maine
The
Society
Ct., spent Thanksgiving with Mrs.
scendants met with Governor and Mrs. Jones' sister, Mrs. VV. E. Parlin, and have
and
been calling on other relatives
IIiil Νυν. 21st.
frieuds here. They returned Monday
The story of the disappearing lobster
of morning.
is told in the shipment of 1$ tons
The Universalist Circle will serve a
a
lobsters from Rockland tcr Boston on
evensupper at Academy Hall Tuesday
single day, recently.
ing at 6:30, followed by a promenade.
individuals
Music by Stearns, Xorseworthy and
The selectmen and private
reof York have combined to offer a
Young. Admission as usual.
November 11th, the Baptist Ladies1
ward of $5UU for the arrest and convicfor
tion of the incendiary responsible
Circle met and elected the following ofwas fully
ficers for the coming year:
two recent tires where the loss
Mrs. Jalrus Hammond— President.
S:iO,'JUO.
Mrs. Joseph Cummings— Vice President.
The new Empire Theatre at Lewiston
Mr. Hiram lT Head—Treasurer.
of last
Ml-- Fannie K<>rbes—Secretary.
was
opened Monday evening
KxccuUve committee— Mrs. Fred Shaw, Mr·».
"The
of
week with the presentation
Charles Shaw, Mr>. Walter Twltchell, Miss
the
Λ
Grant,
Yankee Consul." Cahn
Louisa l'hase.
well known theatre managers, are ownA meeting of the circle will be held
ers and managers of the new house.
December 1st at Mrs. Jairue Hammond's
The wage scale in the Edwards cot- for sewing.
to
Regular meeting of directors of Paris
ton mill at Augusta has been reduced
with Miss F.
that in effect before the raise of April 14, Hill Library Association
1902. This action follows tiiat of the A. Hammond Wednesday, December 2d,
manufacturers in the larger places. U*03, at :> p. m.
AuΑ ν esta Eastman, Clerk.
About 1300 employes are affected in
Advertised letters in Paris post office
gusta.
Nov. :>0:
a
A wagon containing David Crockett,
Mr. Walter E. Barker.
South Durham milk man. and his son.
Mrs. l.lncolu Tufts.
Mr. AibertC- Elklus.
was struck by a train at Cook's Crossing,
Mr. John IIo~>i>er.
three miles from Brunswick. Wednesday
\lr John Rurke. care of P. G. Murphy.
indangerous
Mrs. tieo. Llbby v posta )
night. Crockett received
with
the
but
escaped
boy
ternal injuries,
The schools began Monday morning.
bruises.
Dec

The new hall of Oriental Star Lodge
was
Masons at Li ver mo re Falls
dedicated by the Grand Lodge on Tues
in the four
The hall is
of

^ocated

day.

erected
story brick Sharaf block recently
The upper two
at a cost of $75,000.
stories are

occupied by

the Masons.

Alma, the live year old daughter of
ic
TretHe Croteau of Augusta, was shot
the head, and instantly killed Thursday
:>S-calibre
morning, by a bullet from a
Winchester ride in the hands of Gideon
Gosselin, while he was showing Mrs,
Croteau, his cousin, how it worked. Tlu
was without doubt accidental

shooting

The governor and council on Tuesdaj
wh<
granted a pardon to Charles Moore,
lias served about fifteen years in stat»
ti
prison out of sentences amounting as
twenty-five years, for burglary and was
sault with intent to kill. Moore
sentenced in Portland. His petition luu
been before the council for severa
months

Low water is beginning to make itsel!
felt, all over the state. The Interna
tional Paper Co. and the Great Xortheri
Paper Co. have shut down all their mills
It is understood that the Internationa
will start up again some time this week,
but the Great Northern, which has mills
at Madison and Millinocket, will wait foi
The mills at Lisbon Falls
more water.
have also shut down foi
ami

Topshaiu
days.

several

Two of the Pleasant Point Indiana ol
the l'assaiuaquoddy tribe. Everett S oca
basin and Newell Francis, have beer
held on the charge of murdering theii
fellow tribesman,
Joseph Socalexis
Sock alexia' body was found under a rail
road bridge, and it was at first supposed
that he fell from the bridge, but bruises
were found on him which could not havt
been caused by the fall. It is thought by
the police that he was killed inadrunkec
brawl.
Γ wo men who had broken into a
Greenville store and carried off several
hundred dollars' worth of goods wert
captured on Sunday, Nov. 22d, by a
force from Greenville consisting of two
constables reinforced by a number of

citi/ens. Most of the merchandise was
found on the shore of the lake three
miles from the town, together with a
The
canoe used to transport the goods.
men escaped into the woods, but being
finally compelled to seek shelter, they
broke into a summer cottage, where
they were found comfortably settled.
Although well armed they made no reTheir names are given as
sistance.
Robert I tterson and Ralph Reynolds.
They were bound over.
Mr. Stowe Joins the Grammar Class.
Ill; WOl'LD
IT

ACt'KPT THK INVITATION IF
SUOILI»

BK GIVEN.

Editor Democrat:
Nut wishing to prolong the discussion
on the grammatical use of the -vords
should and would, shall and will, as
given in the recent issues of the Democrat. 1 simply call attention to the sentence *4I should like to visit you," and
I challenge any one to give an intelligible
or grammatical use of the word should
in this connection without knowing even
by inference the relation of the parties
as to their social standing and symeliminating all suspicion of

pathies,
anything

Andover.

Thanksgiving day passed pleasantly
with many of our people, social gatherings were many, and the turkey was
carved at many tables.
The Hook and Ladder Co. gave their
annual dance Thursday evening to a
goodly number. The weather was just
tine though the traveling was hard, but
they came just the same.
Fred Russell, our harness maker, is

ill with inflammatory rheumatism; for five weeks he has been unable
to leave his bed.
Mr. Duttou, of East Andover, has
opened a store and is spoken well of by
the public.
Schools have closed for two weeks'
vacation.
The loggers report lots of snow on the
mountains, and the prospect for a good
winter's work is favorable.
The drouth is something awful here:
unless rain comes soon serious trouble

seriously

may come.

Oxford.

Chas. Davis, the proprietor of Highland Farm, sold thirty-three cows Monday. They were sent to Brighton.

Walter Uolmes hits gone into camp on
the Paul Stone farm to cook for Chas.
Davis' logging crew.
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Pratt went te
Clinton to spend Thanksgiving with his
mother.
E. A. Parrott and family went tu
Windham to spend Thanksgiving with
Mrs. l'arrott's mother.
A masquerade ball was held Wednesday evening at Robinson's Hall.
The Christian Endeavor Society sent
Cheer" to the sick and

"Thanksgiving
aged.
Miss H.

Wednesday.

E.

Hersey

came

home

on

Mrs. Nathan McAlister is very sick.
Locke's

Mills.

Ε. L. Tebbets has a crew of men at
work un his mountain lot cutting and
yarding spruce and timber. George
Mason and son Ernest are teamsters, and
board at Wesley Cole's.
Eben Lowe has his crew of men at
work on F. L. Edwards' mountain lot,
yarding last winter's cut.
Edith Emery is at home for a vacation.
Mr. Ilenry I). Douglass of Bethel and
Miss Edith M. Emery of Locke's Mills
were married Wednesday, the 25th, by
Kev. F. E. Barton, at the home of the
bride's mother, Mrs. Annie F. Emery.
The ceremony was performed in the
evening at a quarter past eight, in the
presence of a few invited friends. Miss
Hazel Douglass, a sister of the bridegroom, was maid of honor. The wedding
of
gown was extremely pretty made
The bride carried
cream nun's veiling.
a bridal bouquet sent by her cousin,
Miss Agues Gerry of Melrose Highlands,
Mass. There was a nice display of wedding gifts, silver ware predominating.
A collation of coffee, cake, fruit, etc.,
Mr. Douglass
was served the guests.
has accepted a nice situation at Mechanic
there
will
and
Falls
Monday.
go
F. L. Edwards has been down to his
woods camps twice this week.
Dan Cole gave a dance Thanksgiving
evening. A large crowd was present.
Quite a number went from this place
to the dance at West Bethel and Hanover

Thursday evening.

Chas. Blake of Bethel loaded a car of
potatoes at the station the first of the
cents per bushel.

Jack-the-hugger week, paying 50
taken as a partial

discordant or

element.
If the words are
reply to a cordial invitation from a
friend to visit her on a special occasion,
I would discard the use of both should
and would and make the response read

substantially:
"I shall be greatly pleased
the time specified, and

at

to visit you
will make

every effort to do so, and as you suggest,
it will give mean opportunity to make
the acquaintance of the genial editor oi
the Democrat and the inimitable correspondent "John," who, you inform me,
have promised to be present on one
evening of my anticipated visit and entertain your company with an elaborate
talk on the idioeyncracies of humanity
and the limitations of human knowl-

John Barker.
John Barker, a prominent citizen ol
Bethel, and a descendant of one of th«
oldest families of that towu, died Tuesday at his home near West Bethel, aged
Mr. Barker had served much
7·"» years.
in town office, had oeen a representative
in the legislature, and for one teim was
county commissioner, in which position
he served well the interests of the countj
and was a valuable official. He is survived by a widow, two soas and two

daughters.

Fire at Canton Point.
The farm buildings on the farm formerly owned by Ephraim Childs at Canton Point were entirely destroyed by
tire in the forenoon of Saturday, Nov.
The house was owned by the
21st.
International Paper Co., and occupied
by Mr. Wilder, who runs a saw mill
The tire caught from a denear there.
fective chimney. A greater part of th«

household good·

were

saved.

Hiram.
Lusauna W. Hubbard and her
daughter, Mrs. Minnie H. McLaren, of
Alhambra, California, visited their
relative, Mrs. Zilpah W. Spring, at Fortland this week.
Charles L. Wilson, only son of Dr.
Charles E. Wilson, is quite sick with inflammation of the bowels.
Mrs. Llewellyn A. Wadsworth and
Mrs. Samuel L. demons are under the
care of Dr. Wilson, and improving, both
having wounded their hands with a rusty
nail, threatening blood poison.
Mr. Freeman L. Sargent is ill with appendicitis. He has sold his father's old
farm to Mr. Isaac L. Lowell.
Mr. Elmer W. Hubbard of North Conway, Χ. II., was in town Monday; also
Mr. Mark Tripp.
Thermometers on Thanksgiving Day
indicated 14 degrees above zero.
Mr. George W. Clough of East Hiram
Ridlon's
has removed to Charles G.
rent.
Mrs.

North

Stoneham.

Jonathan Brown of Bridgton is at
work for Wm. Gammon.
Frank Grover, wife and three children,
from Casco, are visiting his sister, Mrs.
Will Culbert.
Freeland Adams and family from
North Norway visited his parents, Mr.
Mrs. Sylvester Adams, recently.
and
Freeland shot one deer.
Lottie Luck from Bridgton recently
visited relatives and old schoolmates
here.
School commenced here Monday after
a vacation of one week, with the same
teacher, Mrs. Hiram Holt. There is a
very small attendance, only five scholars.

Ina Gammon is

visiting

West Paris.
On the 20th, Mr. Edward P. Clark
arrived at the home of Mr. and Mre.
Charles Bacon. He is a eon of Mrs.
Bacon's, whom she baa not seen for 17
years, Mr. Clark has been ill in a New
York hospital for several months, and
not being in good health will probably
remain here through the winter.
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur L. Mann and
little daughter Mary have gone back to
their upstairs rent in the L. M. Mann
house. They will stay there this winter
and move to their new house in the spring.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank L. Willis will live
with them this winter and close their
house. As soon as snow comes Mr.
Willis will go to Greenwood to run bis
saw mill.
We cut out poetry and read with appreciation the product of the genius of
others, but cannot write our muse other
than in prose. We are glad that John
does not believe in more than one girl at
Our sentiments are congenial,
a time.
for we have always thought it not becoming in woman to have more than one
accepted admirer at one and the same
time.
Our schools begin next week with the
same teachers as last term.
The drama, "Under the Laurels" will
be played in Dunham's Hall Friday evening of next week. The cast of characters and the remainder of the program
will appear in the next issue of the
Democrat. For further particulars see
bills.
West Paris Grange intends to have an
entertainment in the near future.
The W. C. 'Γ. U. will hold its regular
meeting Thursday afternoon of this week
with Mrs. S. T. White.
A union gospel temperance meeting
was held by the W. C. T. U. Sunday
evening at the Baptist church. Special
topic was "Resubmission of the Prohibitory Law of Maine." There was a good
program and an interesting meeting.
The Ladies' Auxiliary of the Baptist
Society met last Friday afternoon with
Miss Emma A. Swan. Useful and fancy
articles are being made with the intention of having a sale at some later time.
Merton Hammond has finished working in the store for S. T. White. George
Cousins from Paris Hill is now taking
his place. His mother, Mrs. Cousins, is
caring for Mrs. Daniels who lives upstairs in the Hezekiah Farrar house.
Mrs. Daniels recently had a fall and sustained quite a severe sprain.
Horatio B. Hammond of Trap Corner
begins teaching at Pinhook Monday of
this week.
Quite a number enjoyed family reunions Thanksgiving Day.
Among those who arrived on the train
Wednesday afternoon were noticed
George W. Kidlon and family from Portland, also Mr. and Mrs. Frank Briggs.
Mr. and Mrs. Geo. Farnum from Soutb
Paris also came on their way to visit Mrs.
Farnum's relatives at North Paris.
Mr. Geo. D. Robertson was at G. W.
Bryant's for Thanksgiving and Mrs.
Robertson returned to South Paris with
him to remain a few days.
H. G. Brown and family spent the day
at W. G. Hammond's.
Forty-five couples were on the grand
march at the Thanksgiving dance last
Thursday evening. An oyster supper
was served in the lower hall, and music
by Bacon's orchestra of four pieces.
Frank H. Hill intends to have régulai
dances every two weeks through tlu
winter. The next one will be two weeks
from next Thursday night.
Hudson Knight ol
Mr. and Mrs.
South Paris are visiting at G. W. Bry-

Buckfleld.

After years of suffering O. R. Hall,
M. D., passed away Not. 24, at 65 yean
of age. Courteous to all, a gentleman, a
scholar, and a life-long student. What
more can we say ? Even after the lou
of sight, by reason of a very retentive
memory and the kindness of friends in
reading to him he kept in touch of the
doings of the nation and of the world.
He had the kind care of wife and children. Of the latter there are two, a son
and daughter. Harold has a situation
with a New York firm and was not at
home, but came on the 20th. Shirley, a
teacher in Massachusetts, came home a
few days before her father's decease.
Funeral services were at the houee on
Friday. The Episcopal service was conducted by Rev. C. T. Ogden, of Portland,
after which a Masonic service was in
order. Burial at Buckfleld cemetery.
Thomas Stearne of Somerville, Mass.,
and H. C. Prince, of Waterville, came to
pay their respects to their late relative.
Two articles out of reach of common
people are ben fruit and radium. Eggs
at 36 cents and radium unquotable.
A few of the Thanksgiving visitors are
Stanley Bisbee and family and Lewis
Irish of Rumford Falls, Bert Austin of

MM

Oriel· of the Peach.
Ιο now more universally acthe peach la
the almond.
shell around
the stone, which splits open and shows
the stone when mature. This outer
skin has simply become fleshy lu the
peach, so that It is all that gives It it·
ejiecitJc character. It seems now clear
from Investigation in the history of

Nothing
Monday, tbe death of Miu Jennie
fact that
Mayberry occurred at her late home, af- cepted than the
ter a long and painful illness. Funeral ru improved variety of
The almond Las a thiu
services were held Tuesday.
Mr. and Mrs. John Fisher and Donald
of South Portland were guests at Mr. L.

T. Barker's Saturday ana Sunday.
Mr. Arthur Barker of Washington, D.
C., was called to Bethel by the death of
his father.
evening, Mr. Harlan
Wednesday
Clough and Miss Evangeline Barker were
united in marriage at the home of Mr.
Qeorge King. Mr. and Mrs. Clough are
both natives of Bethel and carry to
Portmouth, Ν. H., their new home, the
best wishes of many friends.
Thanksgiving morning a union service
The
was held at the Methodist church.
opening services were oonducted by Rev.
F. E. Barton and Rev. C. N. Gleason, and
Rev. F. C. Potter delivered a sermon
appropriate to the day.
There were many family gatherings on

Thanksgiving day. Major Robertson
and family were guests of his father;
Dr. and Mrs. Brown of South Portland

Miat in their gardens,
nearly 4,».Ό0 years ago, the peach was
cultivated then as it is now.
It must have been many years before
this thut the peach was Improved from
the almond, pud this fact goes to show
the great antiquity of the fruit Possibly gardening in some respects, at
least so far as it relates to many of
our cultivated fruits, was as far adancient

Babylon

vanced β,000 or 8,000 or perhaps 10,000
years back as it is today.
Phoenicians, many thousands of years
In
ago, as Is proved by the records, bad
their gardens almonds, apricots, ba-

at Hon. J. M. Philbrook's.
Chandler and Miss nanas, citrons, tigs, grapes, olives,
united in marriage peaches. i>omegranates, and even sugar
were
Grant
M.
Sybil
C'erWednesday evening by Rev. B. S. Ride- came was in extensive cultivation.
Deering.
of Mr. Fred tuinly this shows how far advanced
Mollie Cole came home from school at out of Norway at the home
P. Chandler in South Paris, and spent these nations were in garden culture
Deering to be with her parents.
ChandAllen Irish came up from Bath to Thanksgiving in Bethel with Mr.
many years ago.
Mr. Fred Chandler and
spend Thanksgiving with his parents, ler's family.
Aa Old Haater'u Advice.
family were also guests at Mr. F. S.
Mr. and Mrs. H. A. Irish.
Here is the advice an old hunter
Chas. Bradcen and family, of Sumner, Chandler's Thursday.
met
little
Barker's
Prank
Mr.
unboy
dined with their daughter, Mrs. Wilson
gives to those who may come In
with an accident by some one closing
Conant.
contact with bad auimals:
expected
doctor
The
index
his
on
door
tbe
Amanda
Mrs.
Anger.
Mrs. Whitten dined with
"If you are cornered by a snake
dreesed the wound without amputation,
Shaw.
stand motionless and he will never
of
the
has
little
but
enterfinger
saving
were
hopes
and
Gilbert Tilton
family
bite.
above the first joint.
tained by Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Benson.
"If a vicious dog attacks you show
Friday morning, Mr. Charles Lord,
Dr. Heald and family were guests of
instruMr. Heald's parents at North Buckfleld, proprietor of Prospect Inn, passed away him a kulfe or some similar
after several months illness. Mr. Lord ment, and he will keep out of reach.
Mr. and Mrs. Joshua Heald.
(*. W. Heath and wife, of West Sum- came to Bethel about two years ago and A dog can never learn the deudllness
the hotel
ner, were guests of Mr. and Mrs. T. purchased
property of the of a revolver or a gun, but unless he
Lovejoys. He has made great changes has the rubies he knows how to reH. Lunt.
which
placed the
At S o'clock on Thanksgiving evening, and improvements
and every spect a knife.
Mary II. Irish and Herman H. Wardwell hotel among the very best,
"If α swarm of wild bees nttacks you
but an
were married at the home of the bride by prospect seemed very flattering,
and let out all your
Rev. W. D. Athearn. They are to occupy attack of an incurable disease has cut stand motionless
short a career started with so much breath. Ttien only a few of the swarm
a portion of Mr. Irish's house.
Wm. Cnshman, the Democrat's Hart- hope. Mr. and Mrs. Lord have many will sting."
ford correspondent, has closed up his friends here and the traveling public
This advice should be reversed at
business, excepting that the farm is un- will be pleased to know the Inn will sea. A man who is swimming in shark
sold, and gone to West Duxbury to live. continue to be open to guests who will infested wuters is safe as long as be
A little sad he must feel after spending receive courteous attention. Mrs. Lord
kicks alK>ut and makes α great deal of
rising three score and ten years at the has the deepest sympathy of a host of noise. The shark is too timid to apold homestead, then to go among etran- friends.
it
proach anything that looks as if
But such is our lot—to live in
East Sumner.
meant to tight.
opes of a green old age and restful days,
"What would you do in case you
but cares increase, and in our waning
Thanksgiving was quietly observed by
were cornered by α cinnamon bear?"
strength molehills become mountains. a notable absence of turkey dinners.
He has our best wishes and hopes for a Chickens, however, were present with some one nsked the old hunter.
the usual plum pudding.
lapleasant sojourn.
"Say my prayers," he answered
Capt. L. B. Biebee and wife went to conically.
Stanley Benson is about to move into
dine with their daughter, Mrs. C. S.
the A. A. Farrar house.
Osgood at Rumford Falls. Others went
They All Saw It Move.
Greenwood.
short distances and dined with relatives.
Mrs. Hurton. with her husband. Sir
Mrs. C. B. Heald and daughter of NorThe Henricks brothers have bought
Burton, the famous traveler,
the old Patch place on Patch Mountain ridgewock and your correspondent and Richard
and two ladies, had driven out of
with a view of building a summer house wife dined at Ezra Keen's.
No church services were held.
Trlest to a village dance and were sitthere in the spring. For some mysteriRev. Mr. Athearn began his pastorate ting In the carriage listening to the
ous and unexplained reason these two
with the Baptist churches at Buckfield
young men seem to have fallen in love
baud. In telling of it she said:
with this particular spot; and really, on and East Sumner on the 22d inst.
Suddenly, at the top of a roof, 1
our
on
Thanksgivthe
account of its altitude and
good peo- Forty-one years ago
sight of a rat, which appeared
caught
near
in
out
we
dined
an
attractive
is
rather
Maryland
it
iug Day
ple living there,
the music.
menu to me to be spellbound by
elaborate
The
River.
Potomac
the
in
the
but
summer
a
for
resort;
place
"Don't move, but
"Look!" 1 said.
winter time, or say from now until about consisted of two courses. First, was
two hard tack. Second, cold water. watch that rat fascinated by the muApril—whew !
sic."
And now comes the report that Ed- "Uncle Sam" paid the bills.
mund Harlow and Cora Whitman were
So we all sat and watched It and
Dickvale.
married last Sunday ; but where or by
thought it most interesting that rats
whom report saith not.
D. L. Chenery is ill with pneumonia.
should be susceptible to music like lizMrs. Viola Herrick has sold most of
Rev. A. A. Abbott united three couples ards and snakes.
her
her property and gone to live with
in marriage Thanksgiving Day.
We all saw it move. We all saw Its
brother, Edgar Morgan. The widow is
Ernest Davenport recently returned
turn and Its tall move, and we
head
is
it
think
in very poor health, and some
ant's.
from Four Ponds with a handsome 10not to frighten It away. The
still,
winter.
doubtful if ehe survives the
point buck deer which dressed 226 kept
was run over by a span
next day. feeling so much Interested In
Curtis
Walter
Pond.
pounds.
Bryant's
of horses a year ago, and some claim that
the affair, we sent to Inquire about it.
Denmark.
The German Medicine Co. are giving the
then received was the primary
injury
The rat. It turned out, was made of
very nice entertainments at Grange Hall cause of his death. Mr. Curtis was payThe Ladies' Circle met with Mrs. painted tin and fixed to the top of the
and will remain this week.
ing respects to the only daughter of O. Joseph Colby and Mrs. Geo. W. Gray in house. So much for Imagination.
The boys are eujoying skating on the C. and Hannah Whitman, Bessie by Odd Fellows' Hall
Wednesday evening.
cove.
Speechen of Men.
name, and a charming young lady of 16, There was singing, tableaux, etc., and a
from
has
returned
Mrs. Angie Berry
and to see him decline in health and fine selection of readings by Miss Walker
You may search through the annals
where
she
has
been
Lewiston,
stopping Anally pass away, thus blighting all her of Fryeburg. About 812 was received.
of all time, anJ the speeches of men
for medical treatment for some weeks future prospects, was hard for her to enMr. F. C. Jewett has accepted a situa- will tell the passions of the periods
She is somewhat improved in health.
dure.
tion in Poland, and assumed hie duties
The
during which they flourished.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Cole are settlec
Thanksgiving Day passed off similar Monday, the 30th. Mrs. Jewett will go
speeches of the ancients that have
in Charles Hill's house, aud invited Mr to the day before, except that the wind with him for the
present.
the ages preand Mrs. Horace Berry and Mr. and Mrs did not blow as hard. Friday morning
Rev. Mr. Palmer and sister have taken been preserved through
Albert Mountfortto spend Thanksgiving was the coldest up to date, the temperathe parsonage, which sent to us our strongest and most imIn
abode
up their
Day with them.
ture being down to six.
has been lately repaired.
portant history of the past. They conMrs. James Bowker and Mrs. Pearli 1
the stitute the living sentiment of the litA Ion Cole considers the hunting seaAbout thirty couple attended
Mrs
and
Thomas
Nora
Mrs.
Muller,
son ended and has taken up his traps. Thanksgiving bail in Odd Fellows' Ilall erature of fume.
In all the mighty
Nellie Merrill and little Ida, went ti He caught one more fox since reported,
Thursday evening.
tumults of war, the tranquil periods of
Lewiston on a chopping trip, Saturday.
making ten in all.
peace and the convulsive shocks of revMiss Lidi
and
Horace Cushman
John Bryant and wife of Freeport
Rumford Falls.
olution the orator stands in clear relief
Wheeler, of Gorham, Ν. H., were at hii were up on a visit last week and did not
The Oxford Paper Company is con- as Impressive and enduring as the solfather's, Thanksgiving.
forget the Bennett place while here,
Albert Bowker and Miss Nellie Stil
templating the feasibility of an exten- dier. The great speeches of the great
Mrs. Newton Bryant.
by
accompanied
to the local mill plant in men of
well, of West Paris, were at J. L. Bow
Nora Thomas commenced her winter sive addition
antiquity arc In the mouth of
ker's Thanksgiving Day, returning t( term of school in this district last Mon- the way of a railway extension to the the schoolboy. He cannot know Greece
a
in
this
event,
West Paris in the afternoon to attend : day. The Saturday previous she and head of the falls, where,
without Demosthenes. He cannot know
mill be built. Hitherto this
dance at Dunham's Ilall.
Mrs. Scott Merrill went to Lewiston to cutting up
Rome without Cicero. Still the stenogdown
driven
has
the
Pari!
West
went
to
logs
Miss Ethel Young
long
visit relatives, and possibly to buy some- company
Meadow
to
raphers of those centuries were unlike
Falls
Rumford
tin
attend
river
to
afternoon
past
Thanksgiving
thing pretty.
View at Canton, where they have been the stenographers of this, and so it will
dance in the evening.
taken out and sent back to Rumford by always remain a lasting regret that
G. L. Stepheus went to Portlam
East Hebron.
rail.
many of the most brilliant utterances
recently to purchase a line of Christmas
Appie A. Merrill passed away on the
During the present conference year, of ancient oratory and wit have never
goods.
after a tedious sickness. She has
20th,
Rev. G. B. Ilannaford has preached
Mrs. Ambrose Wheeler, of Gorham, Ν
always lived in her childhood home, and twenty-five sermons, officiated at sixteen been recorded.—Schoolmaster.
11., was the guest of Mr. and Mrs. Frank
she
a very amiable
disposition
having
funerals, and nine weddings; has attendCushman, Saturday and Sunday.
A Cat and a Moaie.
had many friends. She was the young- ed four
Rev. E. A. Davis, state missionary
camp meetings, several social,
est of Mr. and Mrs. Charles Merrill's
Many, says a contributor, are disas he says, several services that
and
went to Lewiston to his home to sto}
family. She is survived by her only were very unsocial. "For these serv tressed b.v the way lu wldcb a cat
over Thanksgiving, and will return hen
brother and two sisters who lived with
with a mouse before killing It.
Friday and preach at the Baptist churcl her, her sister Mary, wife of D. Jack, ices," he says, "I have received several "plays"
and
forenoon
criticisms, many thanks, and some That the mouse does not suffer so much
evening.
Sunday
who lives in Sutnner, and Annie, Mrs.
The criticisms have pleased as might be expected Is proved by cerMrs. Nora Thomas went to Locke's
money.
Geo. Record, in Buckfield. The funeral
Mills and spent Thanksgivicg Day, re
me, the thanks have made me happy, tain facts told me by a friend a short
was on Monday and the remains were
turning with Mr. liathorn on the after taken to liucktield cemetery for inter- and the money has brought bread to time ago. Her cat after catching a
feed this old body that will soon be laid
noon train.
mouse and "playing" with It for some
ment.
aside forever."
Miss Essie Bowker went to Bethel
W.
Martime left it to go and eat some meat In
On Sunday morning, Isaac
Thursday afternoon to attend a select shall, aged 80, passed away. He has
To my friend's
a plate on the floor.
South Rumford.
dance in the evening.
been failing the past season in strength,
mouse followed in spite
the
surprise,
lirsi
the
was
in
town
Dr. Ο. K. Yates
Those who have the Rumford Corner
but his mind appeared as clear as ever.
and fed for awhile out
of the week.
in are: War- of a broken leg
He was iu trade in this place many years to South Rumford telephone
of the same dish, the cat occasionally
The German Medicine Co. are board
and station agent until a few years since, ren Adame, C. M. Elliott, Byron Tuttle,
Far- pushing the mouse aside when It came
ing at Mrs. Amanda Sheeran's.
his heaith would not enable him to Ed. Elliott, Henry Burgess, Charles
Miss Ada Briggs and Miss Alice Love
had finished, the
amount of labor, and be num, Granville, Lamont, Frank, Henry too clow. When both
the
do
required
joy have finished their labors here ir resigned and has labored on his farm and Samuel Thurston, Fremont Abbott, cat ate up his companion, who evidentthe school department, and the schools
Virwhen he wished to labor. He with his Wallace Clark, Willard Wyman and
ly feared death as little a« the conwill commence Monday with new in
have
wife has passed several winters in Port- gil Fuller. Three more will soon
demned murderers who, we are often
structors.
and
land with Dr. Ν. M. Marshall, his son. it: A. D. Thurston, John Thompson
told, "ate a hearty breakfast on the
Ansel Dudley's new hall is nearlj
TelThe past two years he has remained in Florus Bartlett. The New England
their execution."
finished.
Morse morning of
and
the
James
to
Zircon
ephone
a
his home, having
very trustworthy
farm will soon be in use.
His
him.
work
for
man
to
wife,
young
Maatlcatloa.
Brownfield.
In epite of the cold and wind, about
Lydia Keen Marshall, R. C. Marshall of
The primary object of mastrcatlon is
attended the party at Maggie
twenty-five
a
of
is
and
M.
Marshall
Ν.
Dr.
Portland,
verj
past
Boston,
Thanksgiving day
24th. to break up ffie food so as to facilitate
Miss Lizzie K., and Addie Thomas, wife Beseey'e, Tuesday evening, Nov.
quiet day in this village.
of doughnuts, cake, cook- the swallowing of It and, still more ImThere was a dance at Bradbury's Hall, of A. K. Thomas of Oxford, are all liv- Refreshments
were served, and a
portant, to Insure Its intimate admixWednesday evening. Music furnishet ing. His daughters, Ida C. and Lilla V., ies, cheese and coffee
time was had with dancing and ture wittf the digestive juices, not only
His
since.
several
good
Orchestra.
Ham's
away
years
passed
by
J. L. Frink has returned from Port remains were taken to Hebron cemetery. games.
within the mouth, but throughout the
John Holland ate dinner Thanksgiving
News reached here that Mrs. Susie,
land where be had been spending a few
entire digestive tract. Mastication has,
at
Dixfield.
his
with
parents
wife of Henry Allen of West Minot, Day
days with friends.
however, other Important and far
The schools in this village are to com- formerly of this place, who was in Lewreaching effects. Thus it promotes the
the
Brownfield.
West
mence Monday next.
iston hospital, had a shook in
night
flow of sali, a and. when properly perOn
interestshort
a
time.
but
a
lived
and
Kev. Mr. Hoyt preached very
very
Mr. and Mrs. Melvin Merrifield of
of
the
to
in
came
afternoon
the
news
sermon
Henry South Hiram, Maine, and spending a few formed. secures a due insallvatlon
Sunday
Sunday night
ing
of
that she would be able to come home weeks with Mr. and Mrs. J. L. Dennett. the food; It increases the quantity
Uui versa list church.
Into the stomThe new horse shed that is to take the this week it was thought. She had just
Mr. Randall L. Meader called on his alkaline saliva passing
ach; It stimulates the heart aud circuplace of the old one which has been re- had a tumor removed and was always sister one day last week.
moved is nearly completed and will be rather frail. She was loved by all who
School will begin Monday, the 30th. lation. and If finally influences the numuch appreciated by the church goers. knew her. Her father, James Allen, Miss Josie Walker will teach this term, trition of the jaws and their appendFred Spring and wife of Westbrook and her sister, Emma, survive her. She and boards with Mrs. A. 0. Cram.
ices by stimulating the local blood and
visited friends in the village.
left no children.
Mrs. David Cram is gaining slowly.
lymph circulation.
Sickness prevails all around us. We
People in this region are very muet
Miss Myrtle Jones is working for Mrs.
in fear of a water famine unless there hear of new cases daily.
Laura Cram.
Wathlactun and the Twlaa.
Some wells are getting
are heavy rains.
A. E. Haskell has gone to Chase's
Miss Nina Dennett, who has been havThe Hartford Courant demolishes
Mills to work in the woods at $28 per
is
very low.
her
with
time
a
bad
improveyes,
ing
one of the numerous Washington tramonth.
ing slowly.
Ge rge Washington, Father
Grafton.
Help is hard to be found for a few
Mr. Alvin Cram has bought him a new ditions.
all seek long jobs or none. 12 horse
Almo gasoline engine, of His Country, stopped overnight
power
Our fall term of school, taught by Miss days. They
H. D. Phillips was at home with sick- and he-thinks of
buving a shingle ma- once at the home of Oliver Ellsworth.
Lucie Morse of Upton, closed on Wednesness, unable to work last week.
chine later on in the spring. He has Tradition has It that on that auspicious
a
25th.
She
school,
taught
very
good
day,
contracted for a lot of sawing to do this occasion he took the twin Ellsworth
according to reports.
East Brownfield.
winter.
Mrs. G. A. Otis entertained the Circlc
boys In his lap and was found in the
concert
An interesting temperance
on Thursday, Nov. 19.
Although oui
nursery dandling them on his knees
of
W.
C.
the
T.
the
under
U.,
auepices
numbers are small a very pleasant time
A Guilford correspondent, writing to and
singing to them the well known
at
Nov.
was
22,
was passed.
given Sunday evening,
the Piscataquis Observer, tells of a
called "The Darby Ram." But
hyuin
church.
the
us
in good
Congregational
Winter has come upon
rather novel duel which took place the
visit
of General Washington was in
is
the
of
Ν.
Marston
Frank
Mrs.
H.,
Hill,
earnest
other day in the river, just below the
Berta Brooks has been to Newry for a visiting her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Eben dam. A mink and a large eel were dis- 1780, and the twins were born in 1701.
Rounds.
week's visit to relatives.
covered in deadly combat. The mink
Flah Floor For Food.
Ernest Farrar went to Bethel recently
Thursday evening, Nov. 19, a recep- bad the eel firmly grasped by the back
tion was given to Dr. and Mrs. W. G. of the neck and was
after supplies.
The fisheries represent one of Norto drag it
trying
town
soon
to
leave
are
Stickney, who
under the mill. The eel was wriggling way's chief Industries, and quantities
for the winter. Dr. and Mrs. Stickney and
Hebron.
squirming at a great rate, occasional- of fish are sold at very low rates, parof
their
wishes
best
the
man; ly dragging the mink completely under
Mr. Isaac Marshall, who died at his have
ticularly during summer. One way in
friends.
water tn its frantic efforts to free itself. which these are utilized is by means
home in East Hebron Saturday, was
is spending a few For a short time it was an
L.
Farnham
F.
Mr.
buried here Tuesday in their family
open ques- of an invention which quickly dries
days in town.
tion which would conquer, but the mink
lot.
the flesh of fresh fish.
and
The Red Men gave a dance and oyster
got the best of the fight and drag- The j.ulverlxes
Thanksgiving Day passed very
at Bradbury1· Hall, Not. 25.
resulting product, called tish flour,
tne eel under the mill.
The weather was seasonable but roads supper
ged
Mrs. Hodgdon, who has been ill, is
is easy to trausport from one place to
rough.
another aud has great nutritive value.
Mrs. Dr. Donham spent a few days in improving.
A Card.
Thanksgiving brings a great many
Portland this week.
We desire to express our sincere gratito the οία homes to test the tnrThose Dear Girl Friend·.
The students had a poverty sociable back
tude to the many friends who so kindly
and chickens.
keys
and
the
usual
MIsh Util pince— I had my pictures
Wednesday evening
good
their
and
us
assistance
beof
are
A number of barrels
gave
sympathy taken last week, and
apples
time.
today I got some
from this place at $1.50 per during our reeeat great trouble and beIra Bearce is at home from Orono foi ing shipped
of them. They are just as natural as
reavement.
barrel.
a few days this week.
life.
Mbs. B. 8. Dok AND Children.
Mies Parcavenue—My. but you bear
East Bethel.
Paris, Me., Nov. 24, 1003.
Norway Lake.
up cheerfully under misfortune! Aren't
J. M. Bartlett from Berlin, Ν. H.,
Mrs. George Frost has been quite ill
BETTER THAN A PLASTER.
you goiug to even bring suit or anythis week but is better at present.
spent Thanksgiving Day wilh his family
A piece of flannel dampened with thing?—Baltimore American.
Dr. and Mrs. E. J. Noyes of Lovell here.
Mr. and Mrs. R. C. Clark and son from Camberlain's Pain Balm ana bound on
were at J. L. Partridge's for ThanksgivSaco came home for Thanksgiving week. the affected parts, is better than a plasPaaaled.
ing.
ter for a lame back and for paias in the
Mrs. Henrietta Whitcomb of Water Mrs. Clark will remain a few weeks.
Miss Sarah reads: " 'Rev. Mr. MariMr. Joseph Bean has moved his family side or chest. Pain Balm has no suford was at her brother's, J. S. Kneegold taken to the hospital, a victim of
to his farm in this place. He has been in
aa a liniment for the relief of
land's, last week.
lo<Omotor ataxia.' How dreadful! I
Norway Lake Woman's Clab will meet the employ of the Boston Street Railway eep seated, muscular and rheumatic wonder whether the poor man wge run
at Mr·. C. ▲. Stephens' Deo. 2d.
Company for the past twenty-six years. pains. For sale by Shurtleff Λ Co.,;
Miss Hattie Morrill recently visited South Paris; Stevens, Oxford; Noyes •ver or whether the thing blew op with
V. L. Partridge and V. D. Flood are

in Waterford, deer

were

guest

Mr.

Cold.
He haa a cold, and life no mora
[a fair and radiant aa of yore.
He aeea no aunseta gild the sky;
No autumn colora greet the eye;
cbllla
For him the earth la full of
and pllla,
And potions, capaulea, aalvea
and tear·,
cough*
and
blanketa,
batha
Hot
Advice and sympathy and aneera;
plight
Red eyea that mark a preaent
Without the glee of yesternight,
"
'Twill aoon be wail
And friends declare,
tell?"
Or else 'twill kill you; who can
Of all the Ills life can unfold
cold!
His la the worst who has a
—Washington Star.
Exercise.

Cleverton—For

Serior

Mr. and Mrs. M. S. Coburn.

j Drag Store, Norway.

I ι Mar-Harper's Monthly.

wbo bas been
Id three weeks

man

α

Id love with ten girl>
yon look pretty well.
Dashaway—Yes; I've been getting
regular and systematic exercise.—Life.
What Mary Had.
Mary had a little lamb,
Likewise an oyster atew.
Salad, cake, a piece of pie
And a bottle of pale brew;
Then a few hours later
She had a doctor too.
-Cleveland Plain Dealer.

Walter S.

finally

uteie.

ΛΓΙϋ

A

HI· Offer.

is a great wrestler.
BroAvn—That
He offers $100 to any man who can
throw him.
Jones—That's a standing offer, then,
iuuu

I

i> cvrv y y univ.

LAU1CD

What woman doea not like pretty Neckwear? Most any walat will look more
iniihed with a pretty stoek. This season the stocka come in a greater variety of
in black, white and colore,
itylee and material· than ever. We bave a large line
η the popular prices,

26 and 50 Cents.

NBOBLWEJAR.

FUR

Just think how much more comfortable you would be in the coming cold
ireather with a nice, warm FUR. The COAT COLLARS are so low that you
aeed one too.
$3.00
one LOT Neck Scarfs, large at neck, β tails, fine wearing Fur, only

ML

ONE LOT long, straight Boaa, 63 inches long, of soft, brown fur, chain
$8.75
tnd hook, only
ALSO a fine line of the wide, flat Collars, satin lined, all lengths, prices
$8.75 to $18.00

Be

sure

to

see our

line before

buying.

fj)

C

Λ
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NORWAY, MAINE.

supitose.—Yonkcrs Herald.

BLUE 8TORE8.

Look I η κ Forward.
I almost hate

My sister Kate'·
Blue eves nnd curling tresses.
As time goes by

said that "the only thing some underwear is good for ii to make
fellow scratch and forget his other troubles." That was before the day of

Billings
[osh
'

1 know that 1
wear her dresses.
-New York Time·.

a

Must grow to

Wright's Health

The Beat.

Underwear.

Van Quizz—Are you on good terms
with your wife's relatives?
Fitz-Bile—Tlie best in the world. I
don't know tbem.—New Orleans Times-

It ii the fleece of comfort and can't scratch.

TV
of
the
in
Health
Wright's
loop-fleece
spring principle
Underwear makes it keep its original fluffiness am!
retain its valuable properties until worn out.
This Fleece of Comfort and of Health aUorhb perspiration and prevents chill, at the umc time allowing
the skin to breathe easily and naturally.
Wearing Wrl^hl's Health Underwear means freedom
from colds and better health generally.
Wright's costs no more than ordinary undcrvve«r.

Democrat.

Laiy Seaaon.

The book of nature I would read
And gc-t α l>-sson from each tree.

I always wait, however, till
Kind autumn turns the leaves
me.

fers.

quietly.

hunting in Stoneham.

JINULt-O

for

—Judge.
What f

you stopping? You didn't
ran over that man."
"I know it. I Just want to see what
alls the steering gear."—Fuck.

"Why

are

"In

Be sur· /ou *·» the £·η.
ui«. wi»H tH. wov.» label
trad· mark f«wn to every

garment.

We carry full lines of these

Haute."

wrote the note a doxen times
Before 'twas to her taste,
Then copied it most carefully
And signed it, "Yours, In lmste."
—Washington Post.
8he

Kind of Then.

"Sbc says only the noblest men in all
the land are good enough to kiss her."
"It would take a sacrifice."—Cincinnati Commercial Tribune.
The Andat'lty School of Writing.
The lass who turns to literature
The aching heart she sometimes wrings,
With speech and manners tu demure,
How can she think such awful things?
—Denver News.
la

Not

Hln Mue.

"Do you keep burnt leather goods?"
"No'm; you will flud tbem down on
the next blocks There's a tire sale
tbere."— Leslie's Weekly.

Jungle Jest.
One time a simian athlete tried
To vault a wide and yawning trench;
He sprained his ankle; then he cricd,
"That was a first class monkey wrench!"
—Baltimore News.
A

Lucky Day.
"The old lady'll give you hail Columbia for betting ou a horse race."
"No. she won't. This time I won."—
Hla

Xijf

popular goods

in s:<xk.

F. H. NOYES CO.,
NORWAY.

PARIS.

SOUTH;

SNOW, MUD AND SLUSH
will

soon

be here, then you will need

Rubbers, Overshoes and Leggins.
Would it not be a good idea to buy them now and be prepared for
what is surely coming? They will not be any cheaper than they
Call and see what we can do for you in the way of
are now.
foot protetction. We have all kinds and the prices are right.

Repairing

a

specialty.

SMILEY
Ε. N.

MAINE.

NORWAY,

F. W.

SWETT, Manager.

Telephone

112-3.

STORE,

SHOE

FAUNCE, Salesman.

Residence 112-12.

Atlanta Constitution.

Biographical Literature.

Lives of great men all remind u·
That the cash must soon be found.
For It's broke they always find us
When the agents come around.
—Washington Star.

Men's Winter Overcoats,
The new winter overcoats come in a wide range
The most popular style
of patterns and styles.
for this fall is a loose back coat reaching to the knee
We have this type of coat in
or a little below.

lier Katlmate.
Husband—How much will it cost to
give that dinner party?
Wife— How much have you got?—
Detroit Free Press.

coats
many grades. At $10 we have heavy frieze
in a neat green shade, Oxford meltons, black kerwish
seys and several other patterns. Those who

He'd Tell.

How old Is Ann? Oh. why endure
Suspense and puzzle one another?
The way to llnd the answer sure
Is just to ask Ann's little brother.
—New York Journal.

from the regular overcoat styles will like
These are long, loose and full of
One lot of belt overcoats,
grace, $6 to $12.
double breasted, black with white plaid for $12.
Black vicuna overcoats for $15. Hart, SchatVner
a

change

our

Jnat k Beginner.
"Have you held public office long?"
"No. I'm still comparatively a poor
man."—Brooklyn Life.

belt

coats.

and Marx overcoats

Hack Λ rain.
The summer time has had Its day,
The wintry blasts now head this way.
And harshest voices gruffly say,
"Shut that door!"
—Cleveland Plain Dealer.

$13.50

$20.

FOSTER,

B.

H.

to

MAINE.

NORWAY,

Urine and Learning.
A man ia never too old to learn, but
sometimes be Is too youug to realize It
—Philadelphia Record.
The Coal Snpply.
The miner digs Into the earth
For ull the coal we Ret.
I dig Into my pooketbook.
And that seems harder yet.
—Washington Star.

Look at

Underwear

Inevitable Inference.

"You see, it's au exceptional case."
"Ah! Thou It's your ease, of course."
—Chicago I'ost.

We have both
elsewhere.
all
in
union
prices. We also
garments
single and
have all sizes in Fleeced and Wool
Before

Appearance'· Sake.
Just a little Pannma,
Just a bluff àt light:
Just eoine U. S. war ships
To a>jke the play look right.
For

No trouble to show

To Live.

To live tbe surgeon and tbe critic
must draw blood.—Life.

not In

Greek or geography.
All he had studied was

<)ught-to-buy-ography.

goods

at

MRS. E. A. HOWE,

Epitaph of Ye Book Agent,
was

purchasing

Hose from 15 cts. to 50 cts.

—Salt Lake Herald.

Learned he

our

MARKET

SOUTH PARIS.

SQUARE,

-Life.

Sea Level.

Sea level Is a level only In tbe imagination. For instance, tbe water In the
bay of Bengal is 300 feet higher than
tbe surface of the Indian ocean, and
along the Pacific coast of South America the sea Is often 200 feet higher than
Its lowest surface. The differences result from the attractive power of great
mountain ranges.

QUAKER RANGE

English Farm Machinery.

England makes but α third of tbe
machinery used by Its farmers.
Finger Nail·.
Lemon acts on the finger nails witb
It seems to polish
a wonderful effect.
them, at the same time softening tbe
skin around them marvelously and removing any traces of ink, fruit or stain.
Brushing is said to roughen tbe nails,
and the brush should be used only
when necessary.
The Grain

By

an

The nickel rails in the

Weight.

English law passed in 1200 It

was provided that a silver penny, called a sterling, should equal In weight
thirty-two wheat grains, well dried
and taken from tbe center of the ear.
This is tbe origlu of our grain weight

First Glass Windows.
Tbe first glass wludow in England
was one put in the Teltrom abbey In
tbe year 680 A. D.
C^ass windows did
not come into general use for many
hundred years after tbat date. As late
as 1577 the glass casements of Ainsworth castle were regularly taken down

tod packed away whenever tbe
and bis family went visiting.

owner

QUAKER MODEL are easy
to remove as they are put
on

without bolts.
50 cts.

D-,nd

50 cts

Varlity 8tor·, Norway.

.

w..k

flu φχίονΛ femoetal The
•

SOUTH PARIS.

New

Paris

High

Has Not

NORWAY.

School Building

CHUBCB».

A Handsome and Modern School House Erected This Season, and to 1m

Occupied Next Week.

ΚΗΤΗ PABU FOST OPTIC*.
OiBce Hour· d "00 to 7 Ό0 A. M; S ΌΟ α. Κ.
itiktr. a.

Company of Berlin, Germany, had lost offered

JU'.Sf?v! fTé.

The illustration given herewith repre- largely untried in this section, and iti
sents a building in which every resident
working will be watched with interest
of Paris has an interest and should take It is guaranteed by the makers to main
tiftAND T*rs* UIIW1T.
pride. It is the new high school build- tain an even temperature throughout th<
Commencing Oct. 4, 1Λ3,
ing, erected by the town of Paris during room, without draught but with plcntj
ΓΚΑΐ-S» LKAVS SOUTH PAK1S
the present season, and which will be of fresh air.
C.olng Jown ,ea*t —5 3b A. *.. dally. Sunday • occupied when the winter term of Paris
In the main assembly room 112 s«jatt
4 40 P. 1».
s 30 A.
Sunday oaf;
!n• •..'led
have been set, with a space remaining
High School opens next Monday.
·: <10 P. *
»:■< :
The building stands on Pine Street in to set another row of 16 when required.
tiolnguo west —Κ'ΌΟα. m.. 3:3S p.
Sunday onlj • South Paris village, a little more than The seats are
aal.v, sun·live Included).
γ
Haney's Standard AutoM
.*i Α.
a quarter of a mile from Market Square.
matic, and the manufacturers, througb
Seven hundred dollars was paid for the Bradford & Conant of Lewiston, guaranCUV KCHKê.
lot, which has a frontage of 300 feet on tee to maintain the seats in good condiRev. W. 1
Klr»t ConnttttllOBii Church.
Pine Street and a depth of 400 feet, con- tion for fifteen years, and to replace
Ι'.Γ,,Λί, D. D„ vAAVor. Preaching servie*·, 10 ^ jj
taining about three acres. The house within that time any broken or worn-out
μ
and Τ ΌΟ ρ. *.· Sunday School 13 M.; 1
5
α
meeting
Church
prayer
stands in the northwesterly corner of the parts—anything not damaged by fire or
ρ' s. C. Ε· At8 F· Μ·;
Τ uesday evening At ? 30 o'clock. AU, not othei
lot. about forty feet from the street line. calamity.
In each recitation room
«1*0 coBMCHd, Are cordially Invited.
The main portion of the house is 50 χ thirty recitation seats with writing shelf
W.
Pa»toi
Poole,
Methodl·» Church. Rev. A.
9 30 a
dû feet, with a gabled projection in front, have been placed.
>n Sunday, morning prayer meeting
reacWng service 10 45 A. M. ; Sabbath Schoc
„
which shows in the picture, 7 feet «1
Electric bells in all parts of the buildΕν worth League Meeting, « 15 p. a.
Η
inches in depth. Entrances are in the ing, and a large bell on the outside of
MW«r uieetlai ΐ
..lug μ raver meeting 7 P.
lay evening, clue meeting, Friday evening
porticoes at the two front corners of the the building, are connected with a batKst'llet ChurA. Rev. H. S. Plukham, Partot
tery of push buttons behind the princiSab ^ building.
,a lay, preaching service ΐυ:45 a.
Hall and stairway occupy the front of pal's desk.
School 12 *.; praver meeting ΤΛ) P. m.
:
P.—Reeular meeting In Hathaway Block
the building. Opening from the hall in
-Aver meeting Tueadav evening.
every Thumlav Kvenlng. V
I'ntrernallAt Church, Rev J. H. Little. Pastor the right corner of the lower floor are a
The building of this house was author- Division, No. 12.
m
2:30
p.
At
service
Sun<lay
every
Œt?*e ν„ «ί ρ « of"
Pre»· tdng
necond
small room for the use of the teachers ized by the town at the annual meeting
Eveulng service,
s-.il lay School at 3 30 p. a.
of
a
book
and
commodious
while
in
when
an
room,
last
H.
t
March,
appropriation
the opposite front corner is an apparatus ?$000 was made. At a special meeting
STATKD MKKTIXO».
room connecting with the laboratory. .-ailed later before work was
begun
Re«rulai
94.
No.
t Λ A M.-Pari» Lodge,
The rest of the first floor is divided into &0UO was added to the original approfull inoon
••tltig Tueadav evening oaor before
priation.
The
ln New G. Λ. R. Hall. Mon.
building committee,
r —Mount Mica Lodge, regular meet three recitation rooms, each 21 χ 37.
week.—Aurora The
.·» Thuraday eveulug of each
northerly one of these will be used : ippointed at the annual meeting, conNo.
meeU ln
third
evening
and
Monday
tirât
fr .tfflpflMDt,
as a laboratory, and has connected with
sisted of the members of the super- New G. A. R. Hall, on the flrrt and l77.
third WedÎ each month.
it the apparatus room above mentioned, i ntending school committee, Dr. F. II. BMd
r R.—Mount Pleasant Rebekah Lodge, No.
"J
Parie Council,
An interesting minor feature of the
meet· second and fourth Friday» of each
'ackani, Dr. H. Woodbury and George
■it
R. Hall every Tuesday
meeu at G
"lonth In Odd Fellow»'Hall.
is the curved front of the hall ! tf. Atwood, with the addition of Hon. No
building
meet*
No.
14t·,
u ^ R—W. K. Kimball Post.
door in the second story. It adds to the < Jeo. A. Wilson and N. D. Bolster. This
F.-Elm Tree Colony. No. 190, meeU
tirst and third Saturday evening» of each
building
m» nth, In *i. A. R- Hall.
architecturally, and it enables a < onimittee organized by choosing Judge second and fourth Wednesday evenings of each
Are·
1
Wat. K. Kimball Relief Corps meets
in
Alton
the
curve
of
railand
C.
the
Vilson
Wheeler,
teacher,
chairman,
standing
U)
To' G C -Norway Commandery, No. 247.
: third Saturday evening» of each month,
and fourth Thursday evenings of
ing. to have under his eye the whole of s uperintendent of schools, secretary.
lU ief corpa HalL
the hall space on both floors, the cloak
The plans were mai le by W. R. Miller, each ™oth
; H—Purl- Grange, from May 1 to Oct. 1,
[·
the
^ ^ , meeU
un
Sat
Ryer.
lay .during
et» -econd and fourth
of the main t he Lewiston architect, who made the
Id rooms and quite a portion
eon hail, erst and third Thursday evening* of
-.·
alndcr of the year, meet» every Saturday.
assembly room.
] ilans for Pythian Block in South Paris each month.
and fourth Mon«lay· of
On the second door, above the en- : .ud has planned quite a number of pubeach mourn.
The
Λ
v.
tu«
Eggs are so expensive hens refuse to |
trances, connected with the hall by 1 ic buildings about the state.
\
Κ ο. p.—Siouv Brook Lodge, >0. l»l,
From each
of bis work speaks for itself, and
are cloak rooms.
esult
evening»
archways,
fourth
Wedneeday
and
second
U
of these a door opens into the main « hows much to commend and little to
bakery cart on the street this
mouib.
A
f p. —Hamlin Lodge, No. 31, meet» every
room, and another door opens c riticiee, either from the standpoint of *
assembly
HaU.
av evening at Pythian
Ε
and town schools closed WedParis into the room from the middle of the ι tility or beauty.
crii Woodmen of America —South
M
and fourth Tues
hall. The assembly room occupies the
The contract to erect the building was nesdav afternoon for the vacation of two
imp. No. liWT. meets «econd
Hall.
,» fct nlugs In tiol'ten Croae
full length of the building, and is 3tf χ 63 1 et to Charles H. Adams of Norway for W
Arcanum.—Parrie Council, No. l*.l.
and Mrs. V. W. Hills went to |
feet. It has four windows on the north * 6,737.00. Mr. Adams sub let the buildat Τ »>.
> tiret and third Monday evening»
end and ten on the east side, and all are i 3g of the foundation to A. W. Walker Union for their Thanksgiving dinner.
They passed Thanksgiving day with Mr.
sv
deer shot in Albany were brought
Hills' father, Warren Hills.
A >. C<de

"ujSvOTSUat
?î"«safïispïr«r £&Ί·£*■
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gratefully received.

Mk. and Mrs. E. R. Mkrry.

A TIMELY SUGGESTION.
This is the season of the year when
the prudent and careful housewife replenishes her supply of Chamberlain's
Cough Remedy. It is certain to be
needed before the winter is over, and
results are much more prompt and
satisfactory when it is kept at hand and
given ae soon as the cold is contracted
and before it has become settled in the
system. In almost every instance a
severe cold may be warded off by taking
this remedy freely as soon as the first
indication of the cold appears. There
is no danger in giving it to children for
it contains no harmful substance. It is
pleasant to take—both adults and children like it. Buy it and you will get
the best. It always cures. For sale by
Shurtleff «& Co., South Paris; Stevens,

gch

J.

j

Mr®'

Friday.

by

Kehearsal of Mt. Pleasant degree team
day evening "f this week.

ob-1

Mr- Albert S. Austin of Boston is
I). Shaw.
i.^ her daughter, Mrs. Ira

I

Mr"aodatUndGeorge

Kev. H. S. Pinkham and family were
•rtainêd for Thanksgiving at Walter

Bonney's.

.1 l>. Havnes and wife and W.
at
Marstoii and wife spent Thanksgiving
Ε Newell*· on the Hill.

the EÎra
The boys have to the utmost
on the mill pond, Bridge
*
the skating
street, his 'week. The danger they never
thought about and so far no boy has

]

to

t'aul L>. Η logins and w ife of Coetigan
with Mrs. Higgins' parents. W. M.
>haw and « ife. at the Andrews House.

^Charles

daughter.

Mrs.

Frank E. Kimball, are deer huntiug in fitted with double windows. The walls
•he vicinity of Mooselucmeguntic Lake. of this room aie 13 feet high in the
with clear, those on the first tioor being 12
\ M. Hammond and wife were
feet.
Hammond.
W.
A.
their
son.
of
the family
A basement 9 feet high is under the
.· Berlin. X. H., to spend Thanksgiving.
whole building, with a solid cement
W.
Bowker and family spent rtoor. The foundation walls are of live
Bowker s feet of heavy stone, pointed within and
Mrs.
Thanksgiving with
brother, Newton Stanley, at South Port- without with cement, and four feet of
brick. A partition from front to rear
land.
divides the basement into two parts.
at
Rutland,
read
will
A. E. Morse
i Besides heaters, fuel bins, etc., the baseVermont. Dec. iHh, l'Rh and ltth, under ment has a sink on each side, and
ample
Vermont
the
of
•he auspices
toilet and sanitary arrangements, with
• range.
automatic flushing closets, and all put in
I)., not fail to procure the new cook in the best style of modern open plumbb.«ok compiled by the ladies of the Con- ing.
on
The walls of the building are covered
gregational society. This will be
with shingles stained a dark moss green,
saie at the Rainbow Festival.
and the trimmings are painted a light
as guests I
V C. Jones and family had
cream, making a contrast that is rich
their
of
families
the
r Thanksgiving
and pleasing. The floors and wainscotand family of
Walker
W.
:iughters—W.
ing are hard pine throughout the buildand
Greene
L.
Edward
and
W Alfords,
ing, and the finish is of clear cypress in
family of this place.
the natual wood.
recitation
The assembly room and
The "County Fair" at Norway drew
\\ ednes-, rooms are supplied with slate blacklite a crowd from this village
boards. and in all except the laboratory
:.iv
evening. Reports as t<· the
it these boards run entirely around the
f..nuance difler. some commending
between
highly, while others were disappointeti room, even in the uarrow spaces
windows.
in it.
and
A combined heating
ventilating sysW. H.Blake and wife eutertained at tem has been
put in. The heat is hot
children—Mrs.
their
Thanksgiving
two International School Heatfrom
air
Kli/abeth Edgerley of Portland. Mrs. E. ers, burning coal. All registers are in
1' 1'arliu and s«.n Albert ot Sabattus. the walls of the rooms, the hot air regisaad w. A. Blake and family of Mechanic ters being six or seven feet from the
Falls.
floor and the ventilatiug registers at the
J. H. Bean and family entertaine<l bottom of the wall. This system is
for ThanksUeorgeA. Brings and family
1».
< atherine
iving, including Miss
Paris («range holds election of officers
who have reLinder.
Mrs.
and
Brig^s
from a two weeks' visit on Saturday, Dec. 12, 11HKJ.

pleasing tu voice the unijudgment that Mr. Adams has
put up a tine building, fully up to speci-*
tlcations in every particular. No one
who has observed the work, be his
knowledge of building more or less, will
question that every piece of material
that has gone into the house is firstclass, and all the work up to a high
standard. There has not been a ber.ter
building put up in town in many years.
The heating and ventilating system,
and the plumbing, were put in by the A.
L. Λ Ε. F. Goes Co. of Auburn, at a contract price of $1200.00.
When the lot was purchased it was
covered with a thick growth of young
The work of
pines and other trees.
taking off this growth and doing the
has
been
done by A.
necessary grading
W. Walker A Son. The lot is large, and :
when the grubbing and gradiug is finished there will be a good sized playground !
on the south and east of the building.
|
As the location was on a new street
and at a distance from the hydrant eye-.
tem, the South I'aris Village Corporat ion
has during the season had several hundred feet of main laid, and has put in a
hydrant within 200 feet of the buildiog.
There is no better way to close this
description than as it opened, by saying
that this is a building in which every citizen of the town is interested, and in which
he may feel a just pride. There are few
better school houses in country towns. I
and one will certainly go far to find a
better one devoted exclusively to the
use of the high school.
Son.
versal

Λ"

|

State|

|

to

Boston.

Before you

buy

your Christmas pres-

j

Different sized dolls, dolls' clothes, :ind
also dolls' hats for sale, Dec. 11», at Hood
Cheer Hall.

The Misses Dean of Bucktield have
to the Willing Workers sale.
W Γ. Morton and wife entertained at ents come
been at Albion Taylor's for several days.
J. E. Wheeler of Winchendon, Mass., Mr.
Thanksgiving dinner Mr. Morton's
Taylor is in very poor health.
ruother and the families of his several was a guest at Chas. E. Bennett's the
B. F. Richards and Misses Florence
brothers.
By a little ingenuity the past week.
so

number fourteen,
and Mattie Richards were entertained
party was made
Nahutu M'«ore anil wife of Rumford for
-ι·ν not to foot up one less.
Thanksgiving at Ν. M. Rowe's.
Falls, and J. W. Crommett and family of
Mrs. Shurtleff of Lewiston w;u. a
The annual meeting of Riverside Norway, were guests at Wallace Ryerheld on
guest at J. R. Tucker's over Sunday,
emetery Association will be
son's, Thanksgiving.
coming especially to attend the whist
Saturday, Dec. *>th, IIK*;. at 2:.'i0 o'clock
Brooks
II.
J.
and
W.
Fred
Bonney
t\ ν»., at the othce of Wilson Λ Gray.
party of Saturday evening.
on the Monday mornLot owners are requested to be present. went "up country"
that
look
after
deer,
train
to
trusting
Sec'v.
Wm. K. Kimball Relief Corps elects
ing
Bolster,
Η. N.
the morning Hurry of snow would be officers Dec. 5. There will also be an
alwife
and
of
please
In behalf
myself
sufficient for tracking.
initiation on same date, and all meml>ers
to
low us to express our sincere thanks
Whitman of Somerville, Mass., who can do so are requested to be presE.
J.
Κ
William
of
Relief
the Ladies'
Corps
for a few days to visit his ent.
Kimball I'oet, G. A. ft., for their kind has been here
father, John Whitman. Mr. Whitman is
Advertised letters in South i'aris jxist
remembrance on Thanksgiving.
one of the oldest citizens of the place,
W. M. Shaw.
office Nov. 30, 1903:
winter.
this
and is quite feeble
Mks. W. M. Shaw.
tu

Mrs Jaiuee Hall.

Mr. and Mrs. W. T. Merriam and two
Mass., Mr. and
sons of South Acton,
Mis. P. S. M a.»· η and son of 1'aris. Mr.
and Mrs. Η. M. Wheeler and Mrs. Cora
E. Whittemore were guests at Mr. and
Mrs. A. O. Wheeler's on Mountain View
Farm Thanksgiving Day.
at Theodore
Thanksgiving guests
Thayer's were his mother, Mrs. Ruth
Thayer, his brother, Levi M. Thayer.
Misses Ruth and Marguerite Stearns,
and Miss Ethel Howe of West Paris.
Winslow C. Thayer was at home from
Rumford Falls for the day.

1. F. ΜγΑHater.
Paris Grange is having the platform
S. F. Davis, PoetmMUr.
leading to the store room over the horse
sheds completed, and is prepared to
Mrs. Eugene Fletcher, formerly of
furnish store room for carriages or South Paris, who has been with her sissleighs. Enquire of L. S. Swau or W. ter, Mrs. Chandler, at West Sumner, for
S. Starbird.
some
time, has recently sustained a
Mrs. Walter H. Swett and daughter slight shock of paralysis.
Eva came home a few days since from
A new style of air-tight stove is on sale
East Orange, X. J., where they have been
here, in one of which a woman solemnly
The daughter has
for several weeks.
avers she kept a tire all day with two
been in a hospital under treatment for Boston Globes.
Apparently they must
appendicitis.
have been the Sunday edition, and they
were certainly "hot stuff.'1
In spite of the frequent snow flurries,
the boys and girls, and some of a larger
Mrs. Martha (Stevens), wife of Joseph
growth, have got in some very fair skat- Tuttle, a former resident of Oxford
river
the
of
during
the
edges
ing along
County and a member of a large and
the past week. And it has been good well known
family, died in Montclair.
safe ice, too, thanks to the steady cold X.
J., on Friday. The remains of Mrs.
weather.
will
be
Tuttle
to
and the

While cutting cord wood last Monday
Albert Morse put the axe into his foot to
the bone. He bled badly, but managed
to get to the road, where he got some
He is laid up
<>ne to take him home.
Maine,
brought
with the wound at present. The accifuneral will be held at the Norway UniOne of the pleasantest affairs of the
an
hour after he
dent happened within
church
at
versalist
1:30
p.
m. Tuesday.
season was the whist party given by
tiret went into the woods.
Miss Ruth Tucker and Miss Carrie Hall
Family Reunion.
Only a small number heeded that por- at the court house Saturday evening.
tion of the Thanksgiving proclamations The tables were set in the corridor,
On Thanksgiving Day there was a famwhich relates to assembling in places of which was handsomely decorated with a
I
reunion of all the living descendante
worship by attending the union service profusion of plants and other things. 1 ily
of Mr. and Mrs. Asaph Horton Witham,
Ten tables were tilled at whist, and a at their
Wednesday evening. The sermon was
residence, No. 2, Pine street,
J. II.
an earnest and timely one by Rev.
small overflow engaged in other games. :
Norway. Those present were: Dr. AlLittle of the Univenialist church, from Kefreshments of sandwichea and coffee,
phonso N. Witham, Weetbrook, Me.;
the text, "In every thing give thanks.''
ice cream, cake and fancy crackers, were ί Adelbert E.
Witham, Weatbrook, and
The party broke up at halfat served.
entertained
their wives, and Agnes D. Witham, of
A Thanksgiving party
and the guests went home
eleven,
Hall
H.
H.
past
included
Minot L. Whittle's
Portland, Me., all children; also four
it a most delightful evening. i
and family. Fred Hall and wife, Mrs. pronouncing
'grandchildren: Ernest C. Witham, Tufts
M. Witham, Earl
Cora Howe and two children, and Miss
O. L. Young, a wealthy baker of College, Mass.; Vyra
not
Maud Douglass. The occasion was
and formerly of A. Witbam and Burton B. Witham, of
Mass.,
Cambridge,
it
but
only the New England feast day, Master Bethel, was married Nov. 25, to Mias Weetbrook, Me. It is interesting to note
of
was also the seventh birthday
of East Cambridge. The that Witham is the name of every mema Mary Kelly
Robert Whittle, who received quite
the ber of the family.
groom is about 60 years old and
number of gifts.
bride only 23, and one of the belles of
Mr. Young is a brother of
Friday evening the guests of the Kearenter- Cambridge.
A good house was out for the
under Mrs. J. J. Murphy of this place. He sage House were charmingly entertained
tainment of last Monday evening,
With a style
the served in two Maine regiments during by Miss Elsie Livermore.
at
Christian Endeavor auspices,
lost his quite her own, daintiness—as one of the
local participants the war of the rebellion. He
The
church.
Baptist
H. E. first wife a few years ago, since which guests fortunately expressed it—soemed
in the programme included Mrs.
The "Box
has occupied his beautiful just the adjective to
he
and time
Wilson, Mrs. Smiley, Misses Gracie
Sara residence on Cambridge Street alone. Office," given in inimitable fashion, was
Ida Dean, Miss Helen Barnes, Vies
Rev. C. They have the congratulations and best her own composition. The evening waa
Swett, and Miss Sue Wheeler.
too soou.—White Mountsever- wiahaa of both Maine and Maaaachuaetta over altogether
and
selected
D. Crane gave several
ain Echo, No. Conway, Ν. H.
sum was friends.
fair
A
al original readings.
realized for the benetit of the Christian
My on W. Maxim left last Tuesday on
Blue Hill, Ma ink.
Endeavor cottage at Good Will Farm.
his second trip to the Wild River region ! Manauek Lotus Quartet,
found
on
and
Wedneeday
with for the season,
My Dear Sir—I am glad to say
A large family party assembled
the game he was seeking. About 8 that our graduation concert gave entire
the families of W. B. and C. A. Young
a
shot
he
in
the
good
o'clock
morning
satisfaction. It is favotably compared
at their home on Thanksgiving Day.
families of doe in the Evans Brook valley, and be- with others given by Boston talent
Among the guests were the
a smaller one at no great
shot
noon
fore
B.
W.
Please accept ray congratulations for
Frank Young of West Sumner,
first
Farrar distance from the place where the
the fine work of the Lotus Male Quartet.
Russell, Frank E. Buck, Everett
When he ahot
down.
was
one
In
brought
Very respectfully,
and Alto· C. Maxim of this place.
the second one, a big buck, atarted by
Albebt D. Thue,
ail there were nearly thirty who spent
out of the buahee and
the
ahot,
Pour
jumped
Stevens Acuiemy.
there.
the
of
Principal
day
some portion
a
running
the oldest ran, offering him aa pretty
generations were represented,
rodf
four
or
three
of
ahot at a distança
Dr. Austin Tenney, oculist, will be at
being Mrs. Young, the mother of several
bei aa be ever had. But he withstood the
of those present, and the youngest
hii the Sim House, Norway, Wednesday of
with
home
came
and
this week. See his ad. elsewhere.
great-grandchildren, the children of Al- temptation,
two «mailer ones.
ton Maxim.

apply.

Beuiah

Minard has closed her

|J

winter and
^teep Falls place
! rone to relatives in Gorham. Ν. H.
Mrs W. C. Garey has accepted the
»< the Ba|),1!t
« "'i»·"8'
for the

»*«oo
:h\lirv'

Bickford of Fsrroinetoo
"formal School is home for the vacation
M.

J

Ηοη A. S. Kimball and wife and Mr.
md Mrs. M. L. Kimball enjoyed Thanksriviuii at their old home in W aterford.
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Mr. and Mrs. Otto Schuner were at Bath
with their daughter, Mrs. Prank Barker,

Thursday.

Wilson Company presented Ten Nights
In a Bar Room at the Opera House Saturday evening. On Wednesday eveninga
The County Pair was presented by

good company and on Monday evening,
Nov. 30th, Harry Leighton will appear
in Othello. He will be supported by
Florence Gale and a select company of
players, who have won distinction in

Shakespeare's roles.
Mr. Benjamin Tee and daughter, who
have passed the summer with Mr. and I
to
to

go
Mre. C. W. Dinsmore are soon
Sew York and a little later in the season
to the South for the winter months.
John Lamb recently shot a deer that 1
dressed nearly two hundred pounds. It
was shot in Oxford near Morey Ledge.
The head will be mounted by Capt.
Nash.
a
Ralph I. Trask has returned from
He reports a most
visit to Boston.

pleasant trip.

Mrs. Albert Hill and children have
home in Canada
gone to her former
where they will pass the winter months
returning in the early spring.

ilr. Bobert B. Reenite and Mies Lizzie C. Steens, both of Woodstock.
In North WaterforU, Nov. 22, by Rev. Κ VV.
*ood, Mr. Alphonzo Charles and Mrs. Klla
iolght, both of North Waterford.
In Locke's Mills, Nov. 25, by Rev. F. E. Baron, Mr. Henry D. Doug'aeeof Bethel and Mies
id 1th M. Emerv of Locke's Mills.
In South Paris, Nov. 28, by Rev. J. H. Little,
dr. Frank Keene and Mies Emma M. Tuttle,
>oth of Paris.

Died.
In
In

fears.

In Buckfle'd. Nov. 24, O. H. Hall, M. I»., aged
>5 years.
In East Hebron, Nov. 2u, Apple A. Merrill.
In West Bethel, Nov. 24, John Barker, aged
5 years
In Montclalr, N. J., Not. 27, Mrs. Martha (Sterens), wife of Joseph Tuttle.

appropriate and

delightful, the

the

Tablets.

Deafneu Cannot be Cured

Sou

the muooua aarraoes.
We will give One Hundred Dollars for any
of Deafneaa (caused by catarrh) that canSend for
not be cured by Hall's Catarrh Cure.
circulars, free.
F. J. CHENEY * CO., Toledo, O.
«a-Sold by Draxglata. price 75c. per bottle.
Hall's Family Pills are the bee
caae

cold
a

Brooks will

afl'ect the head,

Imperturbable good

local applications, aa they cannot reach the
diseased portion of the ear. There It only one
way to core Deafneaa. and that la by constitutional remedies. Deafneaa la cau*ed by an Inflamed condition of the muooua lining of tho
Eustachian Tube. When this tube gets Inflamed
have a rambling sound or imperfect bearIs
ig. and when It Is entirely closed Deafness
the result, and unleaa the Inflammation can be
Its
to
normal
restored
tube
this
out
and
taken
oondltion, bearing will be destroyed forever;
nine caaea out of ten are cau»e<l by catarrh,
which Is nothing but an Inflamed oondltion of

that

Cold

give

you
25

cures

while

sleep.
cents the

box, and sold

only by

BROOKS—The

Pharmacist.

Next to Post Office, South Paris.

»TAT£ OF MAUVE.

Nov. 33, 1903.
Oxford, sa.
Taken this twenty-third dar of November on
execution dated Nov. S and Issued on a Judgement rendered by the Supreme Judicial Coutt
for the County or Oxford at a term thereof begun
tnd held on toe second Tuesday of October, to
irtt : on the 30th of October In favor of C. L. Ourof Porte·, against Fred A. Thayer of Saco,
the County of York, for fifty eight dollars ami
twenty-three cents damage, and eleven dollars
and thirty-two cent· cost of suits, and will be
•old at public auction at mv store, In said Porter,
day
to the highest bidder, on the
of December at ten of the clock In tbe forenoon,
the following described real estate, and all the
right, title and interest which tbe said Fred A.
to the same, on the
Thayer has or had In and A.
D. 1902, at three
third day of
o'clock In tbe afternoon, when tbe same wa«
name
In
the
wrtt
salt, to wit :
the
attached on
situated on tbe south side of Main Street in
Brownfleld Village, bounded on the east by land
of Mrs. m Bean, south by land of Kll B. Bean,
west by land of L. B. Giles, said Thayer's Interest being one-flfth common and undivided.

Sn

twenty-fourth

September,

JAMK8 w. CHAPMAN, Deputy 8berUT.

career

he did

fortune,

wait for the

people

to find out,

He forced his enterprise uppublic attention by a sys-

on

of exlavlshness
for
advertising
penditure
which at that time was
without precedent or paralWhole pages of dally
lel.
newspapers were secured at
high price* to blazon forth
the merits of his undertaktematic

t;

&

CO.

Conservative publishers, jogging along In the ruts of old
routine, prophesied bankruptcy
and ruin for thla unconventional
innovator, but Bonner kept on
β]tending a large share of his receipts in buying publicity, and
those receipts Increased with
startling rapidity.
Every dollar disbursed In thia
way brought In more dollars until croakers were confounded
and pessimists In this particular
branch of business silenced by

prevent catarrhal colds that

WORST

e

forty years
Balletln.

ago.

a

can

Soot and Shoe

forget that I do boot
repairing at my home.

Don't
I ihoe

Repairing.

and I

BLANCHARD STUART»
South Paris, I
Western Avenue,

!!

early

too

CO.

|

to think of

HOLIDi

better present for

a

&.

SUt'HTLKFF

A.

a

lady

than

a

nice

F. A. SHURTLEFF & CO.,
SOUTH

MAINE.

PARIS,

!
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SPECIAL ARTICLES contributed by
StatesFamous Men and Women
men, Travellers and Scientists.

.50 to $1.00
1.00 to 3.25
S Cloth Waists,
White WinterWaists, 1.00 to 4.00
2.50
Brilliantine Waists,
Silk Waists, 3.75 to 5.00 and 7.00
4.50
Velvet Waists,
Mercerized Waists,

the best

All colors and sizes, patterhs and styles. Come in and look at
line displayed outside the large cities.

L. M. LUNT & CO,

Market

Maxim

Square,

South Paris.

Block,

Just Arrived.
A
for

men,

Splendid Lot of w.
and

a

better lot

They are
with

made

and

Orthopedic

from FRENCH

we

have

l. douglas shoes

never seen.

in both lace and blucher

Philadelphia

EVAMEL,

style·,

toe, broad low heel and

VALOUR

CALF, and

VICI KID.

—

The Youth's
be sent to
any address free.

The New Subscriber who cuts
out end sends this slip with
$1.75 for The Youth's Companion for 1904 will receive in
addition all the remaining issues
of 1903 from the time of subscription FREE, including the
Double Holiday Numbers—also

Calendar for

Companion
1904,. lithographed in 12 colors
and gold.
The

'*

$ .50

Outing Waists,

STORIES, each a book ia
itself, reflecting American Life is
Home, Camp and Field.

8ample Copiée of
Companion will

1

•H-l I ill I m 111 1II n 11111

F.

CO.

&

AT THE PHARMACY OF

SERIAL

250
1000
2000

New

make.

a

This year's stock is the best we have e,-er shown. All
styles and sizes, in price from 10 cents to $3.00. Better
look them over. You will make no mistake if you buy

Youth's

THODGHTPUL AND TIMELY EDI- 1
TORIAL ARTICLES on important 1
Public and Domestic Questions.
SHORT STORIES by the best oil
Living Writer* Stories of Cbarac· 1
ter, Achievement and Humor.
SHORT 50TE8 on Cunent Bventa I
and Discoveries in the Field of
Science and Industry.
BRIGHT AND AMUSING ANECDOTES, Items of Curious Knowledge, Poems and Sketches.
Health Article·. Religious Articles, Btc.
Children's Page.

as It was
Philadelphia

Merchant

are so

200

Urg· apae* la this payer
lereet·■· ml the beat
aeati

Nni'RTLKFF

nl

endeavors year by year to
increase its* bold upon the
families of the nation by
is
providing them with reading thatThe
raried, entertaining and helpful.
1904 volume will contain :

:fHllilillllllllllllllli|
la

Come and see one when you need
wash boiler.
15c

Not

Companion

heeding today
—

|

at this season.

:ommon

his tremendous success.
The lesson is one that <8 as well
worth

!

Ο Γ Λ Κ Α.Ν Τ Κ Κ

ory organs.
A complete Hyomei outfit costs but
51.00, and includes an inhaler, dropper
ind sufficient Ilyomei for several weeks
reatment.
Remember that if Ilyomei does not
:ure you F. A. Sliurtleff & Co. will reund your money. This is a good time
ο cure catarrh by this natural method

ing.

repetition.

w

v

for 25c

"THE

)

reatment.
It destroys all germ life in the air pasand puritages and lungs and enriches
ics the blood with additional ozone. It
;ures catarrh of the head and throat, or
>f the stomach, liver and kidneys.
iVherever mucous membrane contains
catarrhal germs, there Ilyomei will do
When using this
ts work of healing.
reatment, the air you breathe will be
ound like that on the mountains high
ibove the sea level, where grow balsamic trees and plants which make the
tir pure by giving off volatile antiseptic
ragrance that is healing to the respira-

10
50

FYom one end of the country to
the other the names of Bonner
and his Ledger were made familiar to the people by constant

ONLY $2.00

f

WAISTS.

not

slowly and gradually, the Interesting features of his Journal.

Wtrranted for Five Ym. will
wear wUh care Twenv·

lqe<3a8qqqqoe33aeeqaee3€<33€33T3<3<33<3<*3<33<3a33â<3oqflqqqaqej

publication of the paper whose
phenomenal success brought him
fame and

IXX Tin Boiler,

When one of the most reputable con- (I!
F. A. NHFHTI.EFF A CO.
F. A. NHI'RTLKFF A CO.
I
:erns in Paris guarantees that a medi:ine will effect a cure or they will re:'und the money, it speaks volumes as to I
he merits of that remedy. It is in this
Co. are sell*ray that F. A. Shurtleff &
made
ng ilyomei, the treatment that has
ίο many remarkable cures of both acute
Handsome, durable
ind chronic catarrh in Paris and vicinity.
Have you seen our new and complete line of WAISTS?
riyomei is not a pill nor is it a liquid and thoroughly stylish WAISTS are just received at the Ladies' Furnishing House.
hat has to be taken with a tablespoon
BARGAINS KYKRV ONE.
Just breathe it by the aid
>r wineglass.
>f an inhaler that comes in every outfit
ind benefit will be seen from the first

ind

of Robert Bonner,
the veteran publisher, furnishes
a signal illustration of the ralue
of persistent and sagacious advertising. When he began the
The

as

if it
you your money back
don't break it up. Does not

nature most evident—however exacting
the demands of the enthusiastic audience (and it trcw an enthusiastic audience) upon the singers' throats.—Hethel
Xeir» oo the Lotus Quartette.

bv

for

Week's Break up

encores

Miss Livermore displayed great versatility by practically providing the wholo
performance which included the singing
of songe—topical, senti menial and comic.
Pleasing little childish melodies, negro
songs, dialect selections, imitation oi Dan
Daly, and snatches from popular comic
operas followed in immediate succession.
Besides this, Miss Livermore gave a
number of very laughable monologues
after the most approved vaudeville
methods.—Providence, (Κ. I.), Journal.

good

so

More faultless quartette singing has
been heard in Bethel. It was
restful beyond expression to hear the
difficult intervals taken with such acmodulacuracy, to observe the perfect
tions and to And the pitch—that terrible
bugbear—so absolutely correct. Upon
these secure musical foundations the
were

SUCCESS

Nothing

rarely

selections

Bethel, Nov. 23, Miss Jennie Mayberry.
Bethel, Nov. 27, Charles F. Lord, aged <15

HOW BONNER WON

Style

A Genuine Old

Ο

CASE OK CATAKKH IX PARIS.

£.

working shop.

Slll'KTI.KFF

A.

Wliat makes
ni

of Faith

THAT IIYOMKI WII.I. Cl'BK ΠΙ Κ

F.

$

South Paris.

Chopper
\ J.
1 7 oui I or xpmi it. Your XO.NKY BACK friiotiftilifactory
i. ■') cents.
BULLION an· CO., 140 t'en ■ At·-, Iml Jtj, Pk.
Mr àud Mrs. H. L. Winchester of j
ialero, Mass., are visiting at lier mother s,
Bom.
Clara Haydeu's, Pleasant Strwt
A. Harding of Warner, N.H.,
Mrs J
FA IIM FOR MALE.
In Ruinfonl Falls, Nov. 22, to the wife of D.
i. suending a few days at her farm.
Farm (or sale lu haet Sumner. ITS ucret* good
Travi··. a daughter.
lurray
the
in
churches
village
The various
I; ind, wihxI lut containing 4U> cord» hard wool,
In Norway, Nov. 10, to the wife of C. F. Hard
Cute from 30
s ,»iu»· oak. sell, hemlock and pine.
observed Thanksgiving as usual Th ■ , rig. a daughter.
and
the
In ι· rye, Nor. 16, to the wife of Edgar F. Hods t< > 35 tone Rood hay, haa apples, pear.pir the union services wore held at
[ ou,
mile from school, two mile»
cne
Locate·!
ii
turn*.
a son.
and
railroad,
ollice
M E church and the topic for discussion
In Frye, Nov. 18, to the wife of J. R. Karren, f rum cliurctiea, store, pokt
nd on U lephoiie line. Address,
the four ways in which men should
son.
W. H. DOWNS,
In Rumford Falls, Nov. 24, to the wife of Herta»t Sumner, Me.
ert Allen, a daughter.
educational institutions in the Sabbath
Married.
observance and in the chu.ch.
Mr and Mrs. Lewis Wilson of Harthome
Nov.
Wilson's
In
25, Mr. Harlan Clough and
Bethel,
Conn., are at Mrs.
j Jl«e Evangeline Barker.
In South i'arlb, Nov 25. by Rev. B. S. Hideout.
of Gray's Business Jr. Walter S. Chandler of Bethel and Mle*
with her iybil M. Grant of Freeport
College enjoys her
In Buckflcld, Nr>v. 26, by Rev. W D. » thearn,
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Albert C. McLrti itr. Herman II. Wanlwell and Mie» Mary H.
lis.
rUh, both of Buckfleld.
In Auburn, Nov. 17, by Rev..'I. F. Keith, Mr.
The II. Λ· Ε. Sanborn snopon r air siruei
'red Haven Richard* of Andover, and Mle
lias been purchased by J. P. Bolster and ΛζιΙβ Maude Keith of East 1.1 ver more
is being moved by W. C. Cole and ElIn Norway, Nov. 14, by Rev. B. S. Hideout. Mr.
Lynn talph K. Edwards and Mine Ethel L. Kennleon,
bridge Walker to Mr. Bolster's
K>th
of Oxford.
marble
a
Street property to be used as
In Rumford Center, by Rev. H. C. Munson,
—

S

il Want

I

Trial

he sold·

can

WM. C. LEAVITT'S, Norway, Me,

Address,
LAUNDRESS,
Care Democrat Office,

"A Prrfnt rtopp»r,"»Tt
bwkbi
Wrlleforr»·»
Writ»
for »«·* book
by

the be8t

as

Mutual
23 Union
CfpA.it
"Ul| Bid;., Portland, fie.

A

*■·

A.

2

,ow

Stoves, Ranges and Hardware

ironing done in first I
Washing
Will call for and)
:lass manner.
leliver clothes in South Paris.

J.

32c

as

THE PLACE TO BUY

shop, Norway.

and

KINSMAN A CO., Druggist*.
New York."

Keeps
Ne vers took his Thanks- Lsk to-day for Allen's Foot-Ka«e, a powder. It
his parents, Mr. and < ures Chilblains, Swollen, Swt-atlng. Sore, Achwith
dinner
jiving
( "g, Damp feet. At all druggists ami shoe stores,
«η»
Xevers.

15c

A Better One,

iiuick

case.

"r. W

A Hickory Axe Handle,
10
D ·ι
rin Pails,
12 quar',,

of 200 of the beet trailee In New
England, juat out, FRKE for
Ftimp;afew with crupe, block
and tools Included, on eaev
tenus. If you want tOKeta
Over
■tale tend for our description blanks.
130 sales to men from 1'.· suites since Mar. 16,
1903, Is our guarantee to you that our
D. M. French, local
methods are right

Five

single

18c

FALL BARGAIN LIST

•

29c

A Genuine 25c Broom,

r·

Clrame* and beaut.fit» the hair.
Proimxc· a luxuriant growth.
Mever Faila to Reatore Gray
Hair to it· Youthful Color.
Curra aralp diieatea & hair falling.

Ε

Hatchet,

A Fine Wooden Bowl,

my

EVERETT FARRAR.
South Paris, Me., Oct. 30, 1903.

The Keeley Institute in Portland, Me.,
Munjoy Hill, is successfully curing
Irunkards aud drug users.
iunraiv

An All-Steel

PARKER'S
HAIR BALSAM

corn

pRIC£S

Prices from 50 cents to S3 00

every Issue.
columns

our

store new·.

Farrar, after

m

a a

with

pair.

Polo stick with every

Invited to try this
columns. Change

WAWTKD at once
for high, graded and
schools. If
country
rou want a portion write ue. Endorsed by the
New England Teachers'
eadlng educators.
Agency, Portland, Maine.

agent,

to

Skates

| TEACHERS

good

or two of water taken half an
before breakfast will usually keep
he bowels regular. Harsh cathartics
hould be avoided. When a purgative
caution the
I
s needed, take Chamberlain's Stomach
nd Liver Tablets. They are mild and 1 Dan money nor
entle in their action. For sale by'Shurt- [ ninor son, Cleon C.
sff
Co., South Paris; Stevens, Ox- ^ his date.

Thouitnd Dollar· Reward.
Every testlmoDlal we j ubllah of A damson'··
lotanli- Ra cam for Curing Cougln, CoMf> ami
11 Lung troubles Is genuine. We will piy a
eward of #3,000 for evidence proving otherwise·

ad.

BOYS' and GIRLS'

people.—Philadelphia

our

prices.

All kinds, sizes and

a

Buyers watch

for

Nov. 16, 1903.

glass

A

Sleds

time-somethiu},'
moderately priced and meetiu^
the want of the day—aud push
at

article

POPCORN POPPERS,

BOYS' and GIRLS'

tisers, aud, If it did, the result
would be a Jumble of prolixity.
The true policy is to select one

South Paris.

lour

Stoves, Ranges and Hardware.

* common fallacy that
advertising; uiaat cover

In point of fact It never does,
with the most lavish adver-

' eMeUrSamîson

f0EmmaWMikCrellis

It la
the

M ATNB.

NORWAY,

small scale."

on a

Γηε Mason Manufacturing Co.

improve the appetite and strengthdigestion, try a few doses of

made his
«r Stiles left Portland
Sweet Powders for Children,
Moth*r
ntiiiil visit to the northern part of the uccessfutlv Gray's
use
by Mother (irav, nurse In the
him
a ( Children's Home In New York. Cure Feverishwith
back
brought
ess, Bail Stomach, Teething Disorders, move
the Bowels antl Destroy Worms.
ml
shot a deer Tuesday >verregulatetestimonials
30,000
They never rail. At all
1
hundred
three
iV.
t
Sample FREK. A'HÎress, Allen
weighed nearly
rugglsts,
It dressed over two hundred !. Olmsted, Le Roy, Ν. Y.

S

long logs

in

The

the

! urd; Noyes

Λ

j' S]
j

per-1

cently returned

It is

^ΜπΓ

( :ut

wm; c. leayitt,

merchant

"and with my varied stock
I wouldn't know where to begin

J.

She is an excellent

Evirs has so far recovered
from his accident as to resume work at

are

and

of school at
her village home.

Pine, Spruce, Fir, Pop-

a

lately,

any

| ar, White Birch and all hard woods

ingle

soc-ossM
Sumner, has returned

term

imount of

for

in the market

large scale," said

MAINS.

PARIS,

SOUTH

"I can't afford to advertise on
a

Chamberlain's Stomach and Liver Tabets. Mr. J. H. Seitz, of Detroit, Mich.,
ays, "They restored mv appetite when
HORSE FOR SALE.
mpaired, relieved me m a bloated feeisatisfacand
, ng and caused a
Bay horse eleven years old, weighs
pleasant
worker and good driver
ory movement of the bowels." There ι 100,
se people in this community who need
Smooth and
double.
or
ust such a medicine. For sale by Shurts ound and will be sold at a bargain.
I eff & Co., South Paris; Stevens, Oxford;
PENLEY,
A.
ioyes Drug Store, Norway. Every box
South Paris, Me.
warranted.

at

\

Ba>sett

To
m

It S "estHouse.

Η.·η. and Mrs. J. S. Wright and Fred
\ Wright and wife were guests at C. II.
II. ward's f'-r Thanksgiving.

E. F.

Oxford; Noyes Drug Store, Norway.

Goldsmith has been one of the employes
of the Pullman Palace Car Company for
of years. Mr. and Mrsa long term
Goldsmith have for years enjoyed a part
at Lovell -ithal-sys. v.s,t

Ρ

FestiAll roads lead to the Rainbow
th> week Wednesday and Thursday
it the Congregational vestry.
Min» t L. Whittle is laid off from work
the result of a fall
r a few days as
which started one <ir two ribs.

|

are

at a Time

even

Ία/αντεοΤ
We

Thing

Square,

Mark.et

30

/the whole atock.

Paris, Maine.

CHASE,

L.

EVERY BARREL WARRANTED.

SELL IT.

One

Bolster & Co.

Dayton

N.

Kesiatered,

W<New

VUiaee

It is the best all round Flour
now being sold in Oxford County.

White Chester Boar,

Oxford; NoyeeDrug Store, Norway.

HOW TO PREVENT CROUP.
It will be good news to the mothers
of small children to learn that croup
The first sign of
can be prevented.
croup is hoarseness. A day or two before the attack the child becomes hoarse.
This is soon followed by a peculiar
Chamberlain's
Give
rough cough.
Cough Remedy freely as soon as the
:hild becomes hoarse, or even after the
rough cough appears, and it will dispel
Thursday, during Thanksgiving day ill symptoms of croup. In this way all
were closed..
all ulaces
of business
langer and anxiety may be avoided.
Stores shops, banks and all others
This remedy is used by many thousands
nerved the day. In the evening the an- )f mothers and has never been known to
nual ball given by the Knights of Pythias 'ail. It is, in fact, the only remedy that
:au always be depended upon and that
"
Goldsmith, who s pleasant and easy to take. For sale by
shurtleff & Co., South Paris; Stevens,

■

used it?

ever

Every

λ

very

Have you

of the year. Perhaps you are taking a
good, old family medicine, and you do
not respond to it as usual. Your system demands a chauee, and it is a good
time tof try Dr. Parker's Tonetic Tablets, which will build up your Body,
Blood and Nerves. They will banish the
ills and chills of spring, overcome the
effects of grip or other epidemics, cure
weakness resulting from overwork, worry
and excesses of the past winter. They
stimulate the appetite,
cure anemia,
restore the digestion so that the food
nourishes, feed the starved nerve-cenvital
tres, which are the life of all the
other
organs, cure boils, pimples and
humors, quicken the «'irculation and
make the blood rich and red.
Each box contains ">0 Tonetic Tablets
for Body, Blood and Nerves, and a small
box of Liveroid Tablets for Liver and
Bowels. ">0 cents a box or β boxes for
$2.50. At all druggists or The Dr
Parker Medicine Co., 51-53 Exchange St.
Portland, Maine, U. S. A.

No.lt.

SSSfcaw SiXfi

And

suffering humanity.

to

his
every time he wrote the prescription
patients paid him a good round fee, besides paying for the medicine.
It is now offered to you for the small
sum of fifty cents, in the form of Dr.
Parker's Tonetic Tablets. This is not a
patent medicine by any means, but a scientific and reliable prescription for purest
drugs, so combined that the beneficial
effects have never been equaled.
one needs a tonic at this time

her voice.
». Meeting FlUiJ «T»lM
Many times I ha"e been asked if this
was true.
I did not think it was
Cbureh. Rev. CsroHl» K. iMeU. report
and so stated. The following extract
from a letter received a few days ago
sets the matter right: "Geraldine's voice
was never better than now, and she is
in a new role this month. The
n~U"ï singing
Boston papers some weeks ago gave out
that she had lost her voice, but it is absolutely untrue. Her teacher says she
is all right. I have the truth from her
father and her teacher."
•TATZD MKKTIWOe.
Harry Farrar.
p A A M. ReguUr meeting of toford Ix>dfW,
Paris, Nov. 27, 1903.
In Masonic Hall, Friday EYWUnr onor
full π*oon
Oxford Royal Arch Chapter
Card of Thanks.
Wnre full moon. Oxford Council, R.â;
We wish to take this opportunity to
8^_«··
* evening. after full moon. Oxford Led*».
thank the sled factory boys and all
Ark Mariner·, Wednesday evening after
No
other friends who assisted us in Mr.
Merry's misfortune. Their help was

Iο

The Wm. Tell Flour.

Study Mankind.

Her Voice.

Lost

Editor Democrat :
For some time there has been a report
That is what a great New York physiin circulation that Mi·· Gersldine Farrar, cian did. He studied mankind for years ;
who is just entering on the third season then wrote a prescription for the beet
of her engagement with the Royal Opera tonic and all-around restorative ever

Received at
this Office.

Subscriptions

THE YOUTH'S COMPANION,
B0ST01, MASSACHUCTTW.

Shoats For Sale.

Inquire

of

NELSON G. ELDER,
South Paris, Maine.

The

Douglas Shoe

is

one

of the l>est

fitting

and most durable shoes in the market.

PRICE $3.00 and $3.50.

J.

F. PLUMMER, "L·,
ME.
31 Market Square, SOUTH PARIS,

Telephone 106-3.

CASTORIA Frllfli6u<0J*l«.
OiKWYii In Alms butt
Driving

«

in the coldest of winter is made

a

pleasure by using a

SLEIGH HEATER
I

am

selling

the best

HEATER made for

OA T1I1 AND SXAMIXB

$2.75.
ΤΤΤΊΠΜ,

JAMES N. FAVOR, &»0erIucker
Ol Main mt.9 Norway, Maine.

|

&

From the Boston Herald, the leading
issue
newspaper of New England, in its
of July 13, 191)2.

\\. J. WHEELER,
South Paris, Oxford

Agent,
Me.

County·

60 YEARS*

EXPERIENCE

Trade Marks
Designs
Copyrights Ac.

....

Λητοη^ »enrttnR η «ketch nn<! description may
.«m our opinion free whether au
•juVK'v
''
omniunte».
T
it»·:
invi"
ti.it-litrirtlT lUdentlHl. Handbookon Patent·
ν for se-.niitf fatent*.
Milt tree. i·: >"»t a»·
I
ο. rtCMV·
Mu;.:i
λ
ti.r-iUk'h
Patent· t.uc'i
tjtcutl ti'ifu*, without cti iivo. in the

Sciciîîiîi» American.

Doan's

positions
capable boys.
Good

ness.

smart,

Apply

CHASE, MERRITT CO.,
Mechanic Falls, Me.

NASH,

Licensed Taxidermist,
MASONIC BLOCK,

Telephone

*

NORWAY.

Connection.

St., South Pari»», We.
Mailorders

W. H. Winchester,

letters,
a

poet's

reading
name;

Another row, reading upward,
the naine of one of his poems.
Crosswords: 1. A place of residence.
2. Charged with an offense. .1 A plant
4. A public sale of
cones.
will

Ailed.

rope dancer.

7. A

sailing

a

yacht.

8. One

engaged

·

•

ο ο

ο ο
ο

οοοο

οο
00

ΟΟ

ΟΟ

•

·

·

ο

ο

ο

οο
0 0

·

ο
ο

·

The last letter of one word forms
the tirst letter of the next word.
1. AlHuence. 2. A title of honor. 3.
A guard. 4. Humane. 5. To ransom.
G. Pertaining to the sea. 7. A narrow
lace. S. A sloping bank. 9. Type in

367.—Illuntrnted Relume».

ftlilillt.
R crds, Blanks, Horns, and

Supplies.

Ν. H.

Berlin,

Ely's

Mm. which sells for 50c.
by L α OeWlTT * OO.,
V. A. Shurtleff

Five spoons went almost simultaneousmany
to five rosy lips, and as

"Just as good as Lowney's, with a
spoon thrown in," eaid Helen Vaughn.
"Do tell us how it's made."
"Wait until you get the next installment," was the reply.
"Oh, I see, a change of flavor," remarked Ëlsa, who held a dish of the

second variety in her hand.

Jk|Co.

^

In my whole's
Xo.

SOUTH PARIS, ME.

fudge."

CUEAM.

Breakup half a cocoanut and simmer
it gently in a pint and a half of milk till
well flavored. Beat up four eggs, strain
to the milk, sweeten with a tablespoonful of powdored sugar, or according to
taste, and add an ounce of leaf gelatine.
When this is dissolved, pass the whole
through a lino strainer, and pour into a
mould to set. Garnish with grated cocoanut.

Reversals.

CINDERELLA'S DELIGHT.

Boil a quart of milk with six ounces
of powdered sugar, and flavor well with
vanilla. Mix four ounces of ground rice
smoothly with a little cold milk, and stir
l'unie·.
leal
into the boiling milk. Cook, and stir
Xo. ;$70.—limer» i»h
in for live minutes; beat in the yolks of
Α, Ε, I, 1. B, It, S A large country
off the fire. Run some red
the north of Asia, famous for numerous live eggs,
round a quart mould until it is
wild animals clothed in lint· furs. The jelly
lined, and then garnish it prettily with
climate is very cold.
preserved fruit cut into fancy shapes,
ancient
N—The
capital
Ν.
A, I, Κ. Ν,
first dipping them in melted jelly to
reis
It
in
Asia.
of a great empire
make them stick. Chop a quarter of a
markable tor its gates and its porcelain pound of crystallized cherries, and stir
them through the ground rice mixture.
tower.
A. O. O. F, M, U, S— A large and fer- Pour carefully into the prepared mould,
and when cold turn out aiui serve like a
tile island in the Chinese sea.

ο

BSk^BAL*

Cream Balm
cureaj

SWSrSUf'JîCOLP 'ν

the molasses with a little milk, stir well
together and bake in a moderate oven in
small pans.

Reverse smooth ami shiny ami get
the bottom timbers of ships.
Reverse slumber aud get parings.

S » \ A s ARRH

Gives Relief at one·.
It ϋΙβΜΙΜΗΜ, XXJtlll'ri !
ti'l heal- the Ί1#«.'ϊμ«<Ι
It
membrane.
ilrtvee I
ami
catarrh
*
away a cold in thu

pages you may read.

HEAD

Poluird

protects the Membrane. Restores the Senses of
Taste aud Smell. Full Size, 50 cents, at I >rugmall.
gists or by mall. Trial size 10 cents, by
KLY Β ROT Η ERS, 86 Warren Street, New York.

Paragraph*.

Flying machines should be equipped

with air brakes.
If you are interested in "pen" pictures visit the rogues' gallery.
In proportion to its size a mosquito
draws better than the average cigar.
What a pity it is that our neighbors
don't know as well as we ilo what's

Farm for Sale.

Situated 3 miles from South Paris
depot on the East Oxford road.

into

public life.—Collier's Weekly.

a

"Then there isn't any rule for making
it?"
"Oh, no; just mix the things together
till they taste good. I'm so glad you
like it."—Ladies' World.

COCOANUT

No. 308.—Charade.
Within my first and second dwell
Some friends of mine that I love well;
Four footed, dumb, but true and kind.
Uut false of heart was he. I guess.
Who In the days of good Queen Hess
Dweit in my whole; u mighty lord.
All clad in doublet, ruff and sword.
His story strange and dark indeed

entirely

Galveston's Sea Wall.
One-third of Galveston's three miles of
Construction besea wall is completed.
few drops of the essence of peppermint,
It is expected
on October 27, 11)02.
vanilla, or any other flavor you may gan
that the entire wall will be finished withfancy. 1 prefer peppermint. We used in the next
eighteen months.
to make it at college when we didn't
After the people of Galveston shook off
want to bother with
with
spoon: "Cocoa, water and sugar,

Five tablespoonfule of flour, three
tablespoonfuls of brown sugar, one
lablespoonful of ground ginger, two
tablospoonfule of black molasses, a good
teaspoonful of baking powder. Mix the
flour, sugar, ginger and baking powder
well together in a dry state; then add

history.

would rather be an exception to the
strict demeanor required for civic progAs soon as it touches us personalress.
ly, reform is an undue check to liberty.
Realizing this inconsistency many of the
most attractive Americans take a cheerful, fatalistic view of conduct, allowing
to others all the liberties for which they
realize a fondness in themselves. This
fairness is, as far as it goes, a virtue.
We should be stronger, however, if we
seized the other horn of the dilemma,
imposed upon ourselves the duties which
we saw to be good in others, and took
Man's attention
civic affairs seriously.
is limited, ai\d ours has been concentrated on industry. That stage is passing.
The number of persons who do not care
on pecuniary
to fix their minds
must
progress is increasing, and, as we
have something that seems worthy of
devotion, one result will be a greater
willingness to bring eiTort and sacrifice

"Well, girls,
just this," said the
candy-maker, flourishing her mixing-

CHEAP GINGER CAKES.

1. An old saying.

Others about

it's

lated sugar.

OHIOAO»

S. RICHARDS,

jelly.

BO-PEEP

EGGS.

Cut square slices of sponge cake halfan-inch thick and about three inches
square.

Strain the

syrup

from

some

good canned apricots or peaches, and
bring it to the boil; if not sweet, add
for
sugar to taste. Put in the apricots
a minute or two;
drain, and put two
halves of apricot joined together on
each slice of cake. Sweeten some stifflywhipped cream, flavored to taste, and

200 acres.

—

ON

to close out odd

f

patterns and clean

up stock.

treated

fe'iuettuiur eft*·.

for

Λ

wrnus,
di*e« of

few

m

iuhI

■
Η

ami prove a raiu»
I ety^l w. rrimf
*1)1·· toniclt ikrevao woruii. Stb.ldraataU.
UK. J. r. 1U1 Κ Λ »0„ Vubum, Mr.

I

—

Carpets

Wool

Worms?
A.

Λ Cnrloua I'roapec't.
little bird sat on a telegraph wire
And said to his mates. "I declare.
If wireless telegraphy comes into vogue
We'll all have to sit on the air."

■

I

Dr. True's Elixir

A

I
■

M

Xo.

No. 354.—A Familiar Quotation: Men
deceivers ever.
1.
No. :S5.
Diagonal: Autumn.
4.
3. Nutmeg.
2. Uuttit.
Abound.
August, δ. Encamp. 0. Margin.
No. 330.—Word I'uzzle: Plaice, place,
were

—

Dr. Austin Tenney,

E. W.

Club Offer.

Special
MAINE.

CHANDLER,

By a special arrangement with the
publishers we are enabled to oiler that
best of all agricultural papers

Builders' Finish ! 1 New England Farmer

I wtl! furnish DOOKS and WINDOWS of any
Stae or Style at reasonable prices.

Also Window & Door Frames.

lace, ace.
2.
No. 357.—Triangle: 1. Port aud.
5.
4. Trait.
3. ltehasp.
Overuse.
Lust. 0. Asp. 7. Ne. 8. I».
No. 33N.—Central Acrostic: Blushing
leaf. 1. Gable. 2. Oiled. 3. l auds. 4.
Dusty. 5. Ether. 0. Neigh. 1. Fancy.
11.
10. ld?al.
9. Inlet
8. it égal.

will be at Elm House, Norway,
Wednesday, Dec. 2nd, 9 A. M. to
S P. M.
Eyes Examined free.

Corner Main and Danforth Sts..

NORWAY,

—

(manipulate).

Oculist,

Chas. F, Ridlon,

Key to the I'uzxlet.
:i53.
Charade:
May-uip-u-late

in connection with

ί

Thank. 12. Safer.
No. 359.—Postman's Puzzle: Plater,
planter. Host, ghost. Harper, sharper.
Peculator. s|>eculator.
2.
No. 360.—Metagram: 1. Musk.
Dusk. 3. Husk. 4. Tusk. ft. Hu«fc.
No. 301.
Aruo,
Anagram Verse
Nora. roan.
No. 302.—Beheadings: P-rattle. P-late.
S-port. T-ruth. C-harni. C-hart.
—

THE OXFORD DEMOCRAT

Planing, Sawing

CHANDLER,

Livery Slock lor Sale !

20 horses, two-seated carriages,
10 top buggies, 4 surries, 4 bicycle
carriages (open), 1 nice three seated

wagon, harness, whips, robes, etc.
Will lease stable to run livery busiThis is a nice, clean livery
ness.
No
stock and excellent opening.
competition. Will sell on easy terms.
F. B. FOGG,
South Paris.
May 3, 1903.
Home Telephone Oil, luS-5.
Andrews House Stable Call. 103-12.

DECORATE,
By

"Every
Dare

Dam,
2:11

Devil,

a

King.*1

record

jewel, dam of Lord
Êoint Dexter, a

ι-a, and

a109.

South Pari·,

Wheeler,

"It is with

pleasure

1 can

that

Me*St for

medicine for headache.

Forty Year;
for All Troubles
fr·· ·

has no

Jchn

torpid liver, indigestion

and biliousness and all

ailments arising from
disordered stomach
and bowels.

equal

H Wills.

for us."

It surely
Mr and Mrs.

—

Farmington.

Me.

Dysptfsla, Heart bur·. Sick lleadacke, aad All Foras

of Mowtloe mi Mai-AuMattoo an Car* by
tfce Trac "L F." Ktdklae

We Do all Kind· of....

JOB PRINTING.
Maine

give

you my testimonial for the True *L. F.'
For forty years It
Atwood's Bitters.
has been our family

March,
:ai i-a.

Send for circular.

W. J.

The True "L F." Medicine

Stocnècll

Black Stallion,

Inch

THE OXFORD DEMOCRAT.

THE LONE STAR STATE.
Down in Texas at Yoakum,'is a big
dry goods firm of which Mr. J. M. Haller
is the head. Mr. Haller on or e of his
tripe east to buy goods said to a friend
who was with him in the palace car,
"Here, take one of these Little Early
Risers upon retiring and you will be up
early in the morning feeling j,ood." For
the "dark brown" taste, headache and
that logy feeling DeWitt's Little Early
Risers are the best pills to use. Sold by
F. A. Shurtleff Λ Co.

Advice in Brief.
Drink plenty of clear cold water be-

practically.

The county commissioners bought a
of way for one hundred feet back
of the wall, which will be filled to a
level with the top of the wall. On this

right

ten-foot sidewalk and
forty-foot
will be built. The rest of the
will
be
parked.
space
It is expected that the bond issue of
be sufficient to pay for
will
•31,500,000
the wall and for tho improvement of the
a

a

driveway

right of Way. The sea-wall enterprise
brought about a movement for raising
the grade of the oity to a point determined upon by the surveys now in progress.
Two millions in bonds are authorized
for this improvement.—Collier's Weekly.

waited!

We would like to ask through the
columns of your paper, if there is any
person who has used Green's August
Flower for the cure of Indigestion, Dyspepsia, and Liver Troubles that has not
been cured—and we also mean their
results, such as sour stomach, fermentation of food, habitual costiveness, nervous
dyspepsia, headaches, despondent feelings, sleeplessness—in fact, any trouble
connected with the stomach or liver?
This medicine has been sold for many
years in all civilized countries, and we
wish to correspond with you and send
you one of our books free of cost. If
2ό
you never tried August Flower, try a
cent bottle first. We have never known
of its failing. If so, something more
serious is the matter with you. The 25
cent size has just been introduced this
year. Regular size 75 cents. F. A.
Shurtleff & Co.
G. G. Gkken, Woodbuby, N. J.

f axatfve ftromo Quinine
2ur«s a Cold in One Day, Griprn 2 Day·

tween meals if you want a clear skin.
The little white spots which appear on
the finger nails usually indicate a weak
"Why do you think he is a millionstate of general health. Almond oil is a
food for the flesh. If rubbed into the aire?"
"Because he spends so little money
neck and chest at night it acts as a
and bis son spends so much."

developer.

Finger-nails

can

be strengthened

by
night,

rubbing vaseline into them every
and manicuring once a week.
The very up-to-date girl has a sofaShe invitee all
"Why" do you think papa's friend is square of white canvas.their
names thererich?"
'Cause his wife is ycung and her admirers to write
*
on, and she embroiders them with coarse
very pretty."
linen.
ONE HUNDRED DOLLARS A BOX
Do not forget that the same blood
is the value H. A. Tisdale, Suu\merton, that nourishes the muscles also feeds the
physical
S. C., places on DeWitt's Witcjh Hazel nerves; so when developing
Salve. He says: "I had the
for strength you are strengthening the
twenty years. I tried many doctors and nervous system.
medicines, but all failed except DeWitt's
Witch Hazel Salve. It cured aie." It
How to Clean Brushes.
is a combination of the healing properDissolve a piece of soda, the siee of a
ties of Witch Hazel with antiseptics and
walnut, in a quart of hot water, comb the
emollients; relieves and permanently hair from the brushes, dip the bristles
cures blind, bleeding, itching svnd prodownwards into the hot water, and out
truding piles, sores, cuts, bruines, eczeagain keeping the backs and handles as
ma, salt rheum and all skin diseases.
dry as possible. Repeat this until the
Sold by F. A. Shurtleff A Co.
bristles look clean, then rinse in cold
water. Wipe the handle·, but not the
She—"Who rooks the cradle rules the bristles, which should be shaken or dried
world. Remember that!" He—"Then— in the sun or near a flref Wiping lire
ah!—you come in and rule tha world. bristles makes them soft, m doe· ajpo

Atwooë & Fortw, South Park I'm tiied."

went on, and Rhodes did not appear.
Hunger soon roused Kipling to action,
and in a short whll3 he was very busy
As Rhodes reon his owl account.
turned he found his trees bearing a
of
new kind of fruit in the shape

])ilee

the

use

of soap.

The ONLY

Leading Acicnltml Joonal o( the World
Every department written by specialism,
highest authorities In their respective Unes.
No other

When

η

I'cannt

Sprout*.

"Few persons are perhaps aware that
thing of beauty is a common peanut
plant growing singly in a six or eight
inch pot and grown indoors during the

a

colder weather," said a tiorist.
"Kept in a warm room or by the
kitchen stove, a peanut kernel planted
in a pot of loose, mellow loam and only
moderately moistened will soon germinate and grow up into a beautiful
extending its branches over the

plant,

pot.
"The leaves close together like the
leaves of a book on the approach of
night or when a shower begins to fall
upon them. The plant bears tiny yellow flowers. There is nothing else just
like it."

Του Much For Hiui.

Voltaire could not spenk much English. The reason why he refused to
study the language Is this: It was
drilled Into him that "plague" was
pronounced "plaig," which he thought
Hut right
very pretty and acceptable.
on top of it lie was introduced to
which hib teacher said must

INDISPENSABLE TO

Single Subscription, fl.ftOt
Two SubacripUoaa, |i.KO|
FIT· Subscription·, f.V.Vj.

DO YOU WANT STEADY
EMPLOYMENT AT GOOD PAY?

SPECIAL·

Four

We want men over all New England to
work for us selling nursery stock.
Steady job, pay weekly, experience not
necessary, exclusive territory, outfit
free. Apply at once.

99

SPECIMEN COPIES

LUTHER TUCKER & SON,

AlbanT, IV. Y.

A. Main Street.

Every
Up=to=Date

Every

Wide=Awake

Farmer

Farmer
who is interested in the news of his
town and county should subscribe
for a

NEEDS

high-Class
Agricultural Weekly
A

Weekly Newspaper

The New-York
Oxford Democrat,
Tribune Farmer,
South Paris, Me.,

Ely's

Cream
Let me say I have used
Balm for catarrh and can thoroughly
recommend it for what it claims. Very
truly, (Rev.) H. W. Hathaway, Elizabeth,
N.J.
I tried Ely's Cream Balm and to all appearances am cared of catarrh. The terrible headaches from which I long suffered are gone.—W. J. Hitchcock, late
Major C. S. Vol. and A. A. Gen.,
Buffalo, Ν. Y.
The Balm does not irritate or cause
sneezing. Sold by druggists at 50 cents
or mailed by Ely Brothers, 50 Warren

St, New York.

La Montt—"There goes a man who
has done much to elevate women." La
Moyne—"Great aufferage reformer?"
La Montt—"No; Maker of high Frenoh

heels."

TO CURE A COLD IN ONE DAY
Take Laxative Bromo-Qulnine Tablets.
All druggists refund the money if it
faila to care. E. W. Grove'e aignature
on

each box.

ttc.

The New-York
Tri-Weekly Tribune

AS

Smoked and Died.

Â young man in Vicunu wanted to
commit suicide the other day. but at
the last moment his courage failed.
Taking out α cigar, he asked a policeman on the bridge for a light. A few
pulls revived his courage, and he Jumped over the balustrade and disappeared
In the waters of the Danube.
%
A Child of Five.

A child of five should weigh fortyone pounds, be forty-one and one-half
Inches iu height and have a chest girth
of twenty-two uud one-hulf inches.

One second hand Estey organ
Paris, almost new, for •3.1.

AS
A

South

One second hand Worcester organ, 11
Htops, in nice condition, for #4.1.
One second hand Dyer & Hughes, six
octave, walnut case, never been hurt,
that cost |12ό, for $05.

One second hand square piano, a nice
one, for • 11.1, worth $140.

SEND FOR CATALOGUES.

W. J.

Wheeler,
BLOCK,

BILL'NOS

OTntne.

South Parti,

Eastern Steamship Company.

PORTLAND DIVISION.
Reduced Kate. Fare $1.00, Portland
to Boston. Staterooms $1.00 to $1.50.
Steamer» leave Franklin wharf, Portland, and India wliarf, Boston, daily except Sunday at 7 P. M.
Freight always as low as other lines.
All freight via the steamers of this Com
pany is insured against Fire and Marine
Risk.

important

regular price of THE NEW YORK TRI-WEEKLY
TRIBUNE is only 11.50 per year, but you can secure it with
Oxford Democrat,
your own favorite local newspaper, The
The

DAILY

Hi Papers One Year for $2,25.

NEWSPAPER.

Send your order and money to The Oxford Democrat,
South Paris, Maine.
Your name and address on a postal card to THE NEW-

Heavy Team Horses.
I have several
horses for sale.

bring

you a froe

sample

hauling logs.

pairs

ried friends. No wonder you have dyspepsia. You might
well expect a watch to run smoothly after greasing it
with butter, instead of lubricating it with eome tine oil·
You cannot throw everything into your stomach and exas

to work well and do its duty; but never mind all that,
learn first to treat your stomach with halt-way respect. Learn next how,
if you have broken it down, to make it well.
The way to do that is to take Romoc. It is Nature's own remedy.
Romoc for Indigestion. It not only
There is nothing like
ach but acts favorably upon the bow-1
the stom-

pect that organ

strengthens

els, and, in fact,

on

large

work

winter

the

Also two

or

three

just received,
driving horses.

good

W.J

Tako time for your lunch—try and enjoy what you eat.
This is the advice that the Romoc man gives to his hur-

of

These horses have

of fresh horses

copy.

DONT BOLT YOUR FOOD.

I

pairs

been worked through

YORK TRI-WEEKLY TRIBUNE, New-York City, will also several

I

at

is a metropolitan newspaper for busy people, almost as
J. F. Liscomb, Agent, Franklin
good as a daily, and your Rural Free Delivery Carriei Wharf, Portland, Me.
brings it to your door three times every week.
Calvin Austin, V. P. & Gen'l.
It is published on Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays,
and contains all tho most important news cf The Daily Manager.
A. H. Hanscom, G. P. & T. A.
Tribune, which is a guarantee of its value.
If you live in the village or on a farm and have not
General offices Foster's Wharf,
time for a daily newspaper you may be kept in close touch
Mass.
Boston,
cost.
small
at
a
of
world
the
news
very
with all

GOOD

The Real Effort.

Rata.

I have a large stock of new
Pianos and Organs, and have
some nice trades in second
hand instruments.

I bave one Colonial Style, mahogany
to give hi m the experience of others case, Pease piano, 7i octave, almost new
in all the advanced methods and for É1 S3.
One walnut case Poole piano, almost
improvements which are an invaluablo
for 9900, worth ?2ô0.
aid in securing the largest possible new,
One second hand Ivers & Pond piano,
with
profits from the farm, and
walnut case, for $930, worth $300.
spécial matter for every member of
I have a nice oak case organ at Humhis family.
ford Falls, 11 stops, that 1 will Hell ut a
great trade.

Good Local

ALMOST

Months' Trial Trip IM> cenu.

will be mailed free on request. It will pay uoy.
body Interested In any way In country life to
send for them. Address the publishers.

HOMER N. CHASE & CO., Auburn, Me
Mention thli paper.

INDUCEMENTS TO RAISERS
CLCBS.

OF LABGEB

"ague,"

Rats are estimated to destroy food
to the value of $60,000,000 yearly.

RESIDENTS

WHO WISH TO

KIEP VP WITH THE TIMES.

be called "a-gue." Finding it impossible to reconcile the difference, he
went oil into a philosophical tantrum
and dropped the study.

"It is very hard," said the girl with
the new suit, "for a girl not to appear
to be trying to attract attention."
"It Is a gieut deal harder," asserts
the girl with the red trimmed hat, "for
her to attract attention and give the
an
appearance of not trying to make
effort to have it appear that she is not

degree of

a

attempted by others.

COUNTRY

ALL

broadsides.

sail for the beggar to be convicted.—
Golden Penuy.

not even

tbe

to compare with It In
staff.

agricultural NEWS with

Gives the

completeness

room, where he found Kipling reading
his paper in peaceful innocence, but
invery hungry. It did not need much
genuity to guess the author of these

a

paper pretemla

qualification* of tutorial

the human i&ce— Rreakfast tones .the
mind. Invigorates the body. It has sustained thousands; it will sustain you.
Then in the
See that you get it."
house, on every available wall, he came
in
across other mysterious placards,
more and more pathetic appeal, "Why
die when a little breakfast prolongs
life?"
Larger and larger grew the
type, "It is late; it is still later," leading at last into the little breakfast

will and arranged his affairs. At daybreak on the following morning he entered the house where a man hud just
Here lie made a
died of the plague.
complote examination of the body, performed the necessary operations and
When
wrote down all he observed.
this was completed he left the house,
threw the notes he had made Into vinegar that they might not carry Infection
and retired to a lonely spot. There he

Agricultural NEWSpaper,

AMD AUMITTEDLT THE

placards inscribed iu huge black letters with "Famine!" "We are starving!" "Feed us!" etc. On reaching
the front door he was confronted with
the following, in still larger type: "For

Λ Heroic Pliyalelnn.
A deadly plague was raging in the
city of Marseilles. The doctors could
do nothing, for very little was known
of the dis»iise, owing to the danger surrounding any inquiry into it. In a
council among themselves they came to
the conclusion that the corpse of a victim must he dissected, but it would be
death to the operator. Upon this being
decided a celebrated physician, one of
their number, arose and declared that
for the safety of his country he would
give himself up to the tusk, lie then
immediately left the room, made his

1831

COUNTRY
GENTLEMAN

Rhodes at Lekkerwijn, one of liis fruit
One
farina at Paj>"l, South Africa.
morning Rhodes wont round his farm
before breakfast, leaving his guest, who
Time
was not so ^nergeth·. behind.

spoonfuls of oil, a little paprika, salt, the
GOOD FOR CHILDREN.
yolk of one egg. Mix together till vory
smooth and set on the ice. Chop some
The pleasant to take and harmless One
bam and tongue in equal proportions, Minute Cough Cure gives immediate re- trying to attract attention."—Judge.
and blend all well together. Cut the lief in all cases of Cough, Croup and
bread very thin, spread with the mixture Grippe because it does not pass imCute Burand roll.—McCall's Magazine.
mediately into the stomach, but takes
Widow Ea:ues— IIow would my little
effect right at the seat of the trouble,
Johnny like A new papa?
The Men Qirls Admire.
it draws out the inflammation, heal and
Johnny (aged live)—Oh, you needn't
enaThey admire the man who is always soothes and cures permanently by
the 'sponsibility on me. ma. It
shove
lifeloving and respectful towards his parents, bling the lungs to contribute pure
new papa for me, but a new
a
Isn't
to
the
and who shows his respect by unfailing giving and life-sustaining oxygen
blood and tissues. Dr. Armstrong of husband for yourself, that you are
courtesy and solicitude.
They admire the man who, although Delia, Tex., prescribes it daily and says thinking about.
witty, is talented, is not conceited, or if there is no better cough remedy made.
A Co.
λα Annoyance.
so, he keeps it hidden; who is not egotis- Sold by F. A. Shurtleff
tical, and takes an interest in other
The wife of a well known landlord
fahis
besides
sorrows
asking
your
and
stop
Nurse—Johnny,
people's joys
In Ireland once received a letter from
ther so many questions. Don't you see
own.
η disaffected tenant warning her that
They admire the man who is a perfect it annoys him?" Johnny—"Why, nurse, her husband would certainly be shot,
gentleman—who knows how a lady it's not the questions that make him but that "nothing would be done to Inshould be treated, and never forgets to angry; it's because he can't answer
jure or annoy her."
offer her his chair, open the door for her, them."
and the hundred-and-one other little atKODOL DYSPEPSIA CURE
tentions which a girl so appreciates.
UeetleM.
They admire a man who can keep his Digests all classes of food, tones and
Beetles as a species are absolutely
temper under control, and not descend strengthens the stomach and digestive
Cures Dyspepsia, Indigestion, destructive to fertility, both above and
to bad language should anything happen organs.
rich below the surface. Some families, such
makes
to displease him. A girl is not slow to Stomach Troubles, and
recognize various points in a man's blood, health and strength. Kodol as the common cockchaft r. actually
character, and few gain her admiration Dyspepsia Cure rebuilds wornout tissues, undermine turf in such a way us to
more than an even temper.
purifies, etrengthene and eweetene the spoil whole fields of pasture.
They admire the man who can under- stomach. Gov. G. W. Atkinson, of Weet
stand a hint, and has tact enough to see Virginia, says, "I have used a number
The Whale.
when his presence is undesirable. Tact of bottles of Kodol Dyspepsia Cure and
Because of the pressure a whale cana
effective
it
have
found
to
be
and,
very
is essential in everybody's nature, though
not dive to a greater depth than 300
few men possess it in any marked degree. indeed, a powerful remedy for stomach
feet.
never bores ailments. I recommend it to my friends."
who
man
the
admire
They
them, who always has something fresh Sold by F. A. Shurtleff & Co.
Il u varia.
a
to say, or, if not, a new way of saying
"A young man should never make the
The old joke about the alliance be
old things. Once a girl's interest is
he
has
when
on
of
a
mistake
calling
girl
tween doctors and undertakers is not
thoroughly roused, a man should have been drinking,"
said
the moralizer.
no difficulty in winning her love.
in vogue in Bavaria. In some districts
the
demoralizer.
"That's
rejoined
right,"
who
They admire, above all, the man
of that country one-half, in others even
a young man has become hope"Many
faithful
and
a
lover,
is a true friend
three-quarters, of the population die
in just that way."
whose every action speake of a noble lessly engaged
without having had medical attendis
"dishonor"
the
word
nature, to which
ance in their lust illness.

STOPS THE COUGH
AND WORKS OFF THE COLD.
advance.
in
at $2.25 per year
SubscripLaxative Bromo-Quinine Tablets cure
tions may begin now and will be sent a cold in one
day. No Cure, no Pay.
and Job Work. until Jan. 1, 1905. The only condition Price Sft contn.
attaching to this proposition is that all
Matched Hard Wood Floor Boards for sale.
Old Pop—"So you area father, eh?
to the Farmer shall be
subscriptions
I'll drink a glass or two to the health of
E. W.
of
the
office
at
or
call
Address
new ones.
the new arrival." New Pop isadly)—
Maine.
West Sumner
*
"Drink three."
unknown.—McCall's.

If In w.int of any kin·! of Finish for Inside or
Outside work, semi In your orders. Pine Lum
ber and Shingles on hand Cheap for Cash.

visite-il Cecil

The Democrat, So. Paris, Me.

—

A LOW PRICE

ouce

the horror of the calamity of September
to keep him in touch with the doings
8, 1900, they set about to find means to
of his neighbors, the home markets,
exnot
do
its
repetition. They
prevent
and all items of interest to himself
pect another tidal wave, but they seek
Public meetand family.
to be prepared for one.
ings were held and bonds voted for a sea died within twelve hours.
wall three miles long and seventeen feet
The
high, which is thirteen feet above mean
The Sham Sailor,
NEW-YORK CITY,
tide water and one and three-tenths feet
It happened at the Mansion House
above the highest point reached by the
will post you every week on all imA man who claimed to
court.
wants
in
1900.
police
the
will admirably supply your
water that destroyed
city
portant agricultural topics of the day,
who said that lie had
The plans provide for a wall sixteen feet be η sailor and
and show you how to make money
for county news and prove a welcome
an acciat
the
through
face
been
a
curved
injured
with
badly
wide on top,
from the farm.
visitor in every household.
bottom merging into a vertical face near dent at sea was charged with begging
Regular Price, $1.00 per Year.
Price,
per Year.
$1.50
Regular
chief
The
the top.
magistrate
in the city.
The wall proper is made of granite caught sight of a bluejacket in court
concrete, on a bane of piles. These piles anil, addressing him. said. "You might
are round and driven from forty to fortyBoth of these papers one year for $1.75 if you send your order
ask this man some questions to
four feet to the clay substratum and please
a sailor or whether he
is
he
if
out
the money to
timl
with
faced with sheet-piling driven to the
un impostor." The naval man stood
same depth. The concrete is built up is
The rip-rap used con- up. and. looking at the prisoner, asked,
on the pile base.
sists of granite blocks from two hundred "Can you tell me how many yards of
Send your name and address to Tue New-Yob κ Tribune Farmer, Newto one thousand pounds in weight. This canvas there are on the mninshoet?"
for
feet
three
shaui
York City, for free sample copy.
high
After some consideration the
rip-rap is piled
twenty-seven feet outside the wall. The nautical ui::u repli· !, "I think about
concrete is made of crushed granite and
sixty yards." It only remained for the
sand, with water and cement added. It real tar to
explain to the magistrate
hardens to a continuous block of granite,
that tlie mninshoet was a rope and not

Lots of wood
good for them.
Buildings in good repair. Parents always feel proud of their force the cream with a
spoon or a rather
P.
PAGE,
wonder
Inquire of SARAH
children's good traits and
forcer round the apricots,
plain
large
Smith—"May I make a confidant of
Old Ladiee' Home, Norway. where they «et their bad ones.
thus imitating the white and yolk cf an
Jones
certainly."
"Why,
you?"
shout
Or of Η. M. Berry at the farm.
to
us
"It affords
great pleasure
«KgI'm hard up and want
Smith—"Well,
still
is
there
down from the top that
HAM AND TONOUE SANDWICHES.
Jones—"You can trust
ten pounds."
plenty of room up here," writes a rural
Half a pound of butter, three table- me. I'm as silent as the grave. I have
editor.
spoonfuls of mixed mustard, three table- heard nothing."

Contains
and pine.

application.

forlorn a girl's camp would be
without candy, Lowney would have been
richer by several boxes," said the first
speaker, at the same time holding up to
view a paper bag of sugar. "Go ahead,
Anza; let's have a specimen of your 'fiveininute' production," she said.
into the closet,
Anza disappeared
where wonderful things had been concocted during their two weeks' sojourn
in the country, and when she reappeared
she handed each of the girls a sauce dish
a dark, pasty substance and a

fully

Two cups of sugar, one cup of butter,
of
cup of milk, one teaepoonful
saleratus, flour to roll very thin. Put
half meats of walnuts on the tops, strewn
rather thickly, and sprinkle with granu-

2. A fact in natural

Americans are morally easy. They
dislike to believe that real virtue has
anything to do with a steep and thornyis
path. It has, however. "Nothing
more common," in the words of Burke,
«•than for men to wish, and call loudly,
too, for a reformation, who, when it arrives, do by no means like the severity
of its aspect." The strength of ring
government, whether in New York,
Philadelphia, or St. Louis, depends upon
the absence of the severer virtues. Why
does Tammany for instance, so often
$in? Why did it win the other day in
the teeth of all reason? Because there
are so many people who, although willing to inflict virtue upon others, do not
relish it themselves. Many of the police
and firemen voted against Mayor Low
because they lost improper privileges
under him. Hundreds were disgusted
by the Commissioner of Health, because
no man likes to be vaccinated against
his will or forced to fix his own drain,
or stop music at midnight because he is

Here she was interrupted by Anza.
"I'll promise to have some cream ready
iu five minutes that will be as palatable
as if it contained nuts," she said.
"Then several other voices chimed in a
public nuisance, or spend money in
with: "Go ahead!" "Do!" "Won't that cleanness if he is a barber. Others were
be delightful?"
preoccupied about their Sunday beer.
"If we had only anticipated how woetheir taxes. Each of us

one

Kodol Digests What You Eat

fY

or

WALNUT COOKIES.

and relieves the stomach of all nervot
strain and the heart of all pressure:
Bottles only. SI.00 Size holding 2% time· the trtf

κ εη

walnuts, dates,

cream

Recipes.

trouble and waa to a bad state as I had heart trouble
vtth It. I took Kodol Dyspepsia Cur· for about foe
months and It cured roe.

φ

could make without cook-

"Um-m-m-m'e" followed.

Anirleft.

No.

tion. It la e scientific (act that all cases of
heart disease, not organic, are not only
traceable to. but are the direct result of Indigestion. All (ood taken Into the stomach
which falls of perfect digestion ferments and
■wells the stomach. puffing it up against the
heart. This interferes with the action at
the heart, and In the course of time that
delicate but vital organ becomes diseased.
Mr. D. Kaubfeof Nevada. O.. aaya: Ihadatonack

^

minute, and there isn't

There isn't a nut in
some such stuff.
the camp, I'll venture to say, and—yes,
I believe there is some powdered sugar

ly

Hearts

by

anything we
ing, except

in

Weak

Sol.t

ing

it now, this very

beariug
property to the highest bidder. 5. Hav- containing
ing no date. «5. Possessing learning. spoon.

the form of written letters.

OPTICIAN,

HEADQUARTERS EOR

on

promptly

of

spell

Xo.

Pnparoë

Catalogues sent

SUPPLIES !

71AYI7I,

rows

downward, will spell

Are due to Indigestion. Ninety-nine of every
open to
one hundred people who have heart trouble
can remember when it was simple Indiges-

are

at once to

J. WALDO

PHOTOGRAPHIC

P.

of the

one

at 143 Wash- I
Mrs. C. F. Goodnow. living
Conu.. «ays:
Ington street. New Britain.
1N1W,
December,
in
"1 gave a testimonial
Pills,
Kidney
Doan'a
of
merits
the
touchlug
been
had
I
that
and lu the statement said
for
bothered with my back aud kidneys but
constantly,
over thirteen years, not
In
settled
It
cold
generally
when 1 caught
lauie and sore. Often
my back, making it
was
back
of
my
small
the
the pain through
1 read
me cry out.
>o .severe as to make
and procured
«bout Doan's Kidney Pills,
Co.'s
drug
&
■•une from K. \V. Thompsou
helped my
store, on Main street. They
retime
short
i-.nek immediately, and in a
1 have taken
lieved me of the trouble.
during
lutervals
Doan's Kidney I'ills at
I felt an attack of
the last Ave years when
always
backache coming on,^ and ? they
am never.without
I
relief.,
brought Instant
them in the house."
all drug
Poan's Kidney Pills sold at
Co., Bufstores: 50 cents. F -ter-Milburn
I
falo. Ν. Y

Boys Wanted

strong and who wish an
opportunity to learn the shoe busi-

guessed

evrelieve a bad back and core it—curefrom
bladder disorder,
ery kidney and
backache to diabetes..

43

are

\o. 30.V—\ovel Double Acrostic.
All the words described contain the
When rightly
same number of letters.
and written one below another,

Kidney Pills

friend Anza.
"Oh, I don't want the trouble of makit," was the reply. "Besides, I want

Jl

My 1-2-3 scared little Jane
When walking in the meadow.
A 1-1-3-4-ôH». she is fearful of hor shadow,
And when she walks on 7-S-9
Her l-.-3-4-5-<;-7-S-9 Is quite appa ling.
She trembles and turns pale and ^rles,
She's so afraid of falling.

aud the cure.

W.

Kn I tenia.

Ko.

backache

Branch Offlc®. 625 Κ St. Washington. U. C.

8. One-half of

More than one man.
reed. 9. A letter.

should learn
the cause of

^UNNXCo.36,Broa<h-'· New York

IN SHOE FACTORY,
Several boys about 16 years of age

303.—Rhomboid.
Across: 1. A sword with a
blade. 2. A sign. 3. A brush of
4. To prevent. 5. Principle.
Down: 1. A letter. 2. Λ preposition.
at
3. Anything that plays loosely, as
the end of a string. 4. Lengthened. 5.
To set again, ϋ. A short writing. 7.

constantly
aching back.
Every woman

&

»
Correspondence on topic· of Interest to the l*dt

Emergency Candy.
"Oh, dear! how I wish I had some
eished Eisa,
stretching her
broad candy,"
arms above her head in a graceful yawn.
twigs
"Why not make some?" suggested her

No.

Hard for any
woman to do
housework—
to attend to
daily duties
with a

Λ hand- melr .llnstrved wwklt. Tjiriicet circulation f anr m'lentltlc Journal. Tenu», !·> a
ths, |L Sold by all new«d»>aler*.
«ear four m«

_»,

la aoUolted. Addreee : Editor Hohxmakkb*·
Columk, Oxford Democrat. Part». Maine.

WOES.

The New Knglaud Conservatory of
Music is about to move into its beautiful
This
new buildings on the Back Bay.
is the largest school of music in the
world, and its pre-eminence among
American institutions has been conceded
ever since it was founded in 1853 by Dr.
Ε ben Tourjee.
Twenty years ago, when the department of pianoforte instruction was being
developed, a few Ivers & Pond pianos
Since then, as the conwere purchased.
servatory has expanded, there have
gradually beeu acquired 268 Ivers ά
Pond pianos. With the expansion incidental to moving into the uew building, the board of directors of the conservatory have placed their order for 31
additional Ivers it Pond pianos, making
a total of '299.
Higher tribute to this famous Boston
art product would be hardly possible
than 20 years' continued patronage by
this most critical of musical institutions.

HOMEMAKERS' COLUMN.

fL

*1

WOMEN'S

Expands.

The Conservatory

who

Φ
<· ^ A
■»
It)

L·

♦

Rudyard Kipling

ESTABLISHED

THE

Kipling Wanted fila Breakfast.

The Primrose Path.

Wheeler,

South Paris, Me.

A. WTWalker & Son,
Dealers in

ICE AND COAL,
Granite Work. Cement, Lime,
Hair, Brick, Sand, Plaster, etc.

Complete Supply

for Masons.

SOUTH PARU. ME. Telephone Connection.

all

the vital organs of the
body.You willfindthat

by

the use
of Romoc in
I a very short
time you will
have a heurty
appetite and
will en-

a

cover

Roofing

Parois!

J'oyou every-

unexcelled permanent roofing for
buildines of all kinds. Economical, durable and easy to apply. Any one can put
the

thingyou eat.
Just try my

Romoc and
how
β e e
much more
good it will
do foryou
than remedies con-

it

on

and it

stays »

here you put it. Com-

plete roofiugkit with each roll. Ourb'>ok,
Building Economy," tells all about
inexpensive ΚιιϊΜίη^, It's free to v«i,.
8 P. MAXIM A SON, Agent·, 8o. Paris.

Picture Frames
and Pictures,

taining
injurious
drugsand
a large
percent-

age of alcohol, which at the
best can only serve
to give temporary

Mats, Mirrors

relief.

Ask for ROMOC LAXATIVE TAMXTt—SUM CURE FOR OONSTtPATWN.
We have investigated Jtomoc. We know that all that is said by the Itomoc man
prrtalnina to thin wonderful remedy is true, and we will refund to anyone the
price of the remedy not satisfied with the results obtained. tiemeatber, Komoe it
guaranteed and sold by

F. A. SHURTLEFF &

CO.,

Pharmacist».

WOOD ASHES FOR SALE
In any
CAR

your barn with
mortgage. Use

Don't

LOTS

A

Mouldings si

High Grade Portrait Work
in Crayon, Water color,

Sepia and Oil a specialty.
Satisfaction Guaranteed.

L. M. TUFTS,

Nichols St.,

quantity desired.

LOAD

&

SPECIALTY.

SOUTH PARIS.

HILLS,

For Price and Particulars address,

Jeweler and Graduate

SIMON STAHL,

Optician.

ALSO DEALER IN COAL AND WOOD.

NORWAY, MAINE.

3ΝΓ.

IN AND GrORSAM,

NOTICE·
In tho District Court of tbe United States for I
the District of Maine. In Bankruptcy.
Musical Insect·,
Auction Bal· of Real EtUU.
In the matter of
)
More than 3.000 persons find employI hereby give notice that under » license from
LOUI8 COHEN,
{) In Bankruptcy. Probate
Court of Oxford County I «ball sell
of Rumfonl, Bankrupt.
ment in .lupnn in bringing) up and
November SO,
To tbe creditors of LOUIS COHEN In at public auction on Monday,
training "musical Insects" known as tbe County of Oxford nnd district aforesaid :
1908, at 10 o'clock, A. M.. at tbe farm
tbe
all
tbe
on
right title
promisee,
Notice Is hereby given that on tbe list day of building*
Kusa iilbarl and resembling cricket·.
of H M. Bearce,
November, A. D. 1808, the said Louis Cohen and interest that the estate
The sound they make is like that of a was duly adjudicated bankrupt, and that tbe first late of Norway, haa in the " Bearoe and
otherwise called tbe
silver bell.
meeting of his creditors will be held at the Court H orne Farm" ao called,
South Paris, on the 9th day of Dec·, "Blake Farm" also sometime· called the "Win.
House/in
In
situated
Norway on the road
A. D. 1908, at 10 o'clock In the forenoon,at which Young Farm"
to MlllettTllleA· Odd Present.
time tbe said «editors may attend, prove their leading from Norway Village
owned In common
therein
Interest
half
one
tbe
bankrupt Being
A New Ixmdon (Conn.) man present- claims, appoint a trustee, examine
of Job· L. Home,
and transact such other business as may proper· and undivided with the hrlra
ed his wife with α deed to a cemetery
late of Norway, containing S40 acre· more or leas,
ly come before said meeting.
▲. J. 8TKABN8, Admr. d· boat· boo
Sooth Paris,
lot as a present on the thirteenth anniH. M. Bearce Batate.
.. WILSON,
of
their
marriage.
versary
tiao. ▲· Cou, Auottoaeer.
Belere· la Bankruptcy.

NOTICE.

N°v^M^190C

To

Housekeepers

8end your addrew on

premium

offer· and a

a poeUl for our cnecla
liberal trial quantity of

Electro-Silicon

the famon· allver polUh uaèd by owner· of valuable Silverware all over the world.
M8tUGOX." 40 Cliff Street, New York

SALESMEN WANTED

oar

Interest*

Salary or
!m Oxford and adjacent oonattea.
oommlMto·. Addreaa
THE VICTOR OIL COMPACT.
duatekd, Ohio

